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"InSAR... allows one the luxury of going on geodetic fishing trips, whereby one
essentially asks ‘I wonder if.. .?,’ in search of the unexpected"

– Simons and Rosen (2015)
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Abstract

Secretary Island, at the head of Doubtful Sound in Fiordland, has been seismically

active in past 30 years, with earthquakes larger than Mw 6.5: the 1989 Doubtful

Sound, 1993 Secretary Island, and 2003 Fiordland earthquakes. These events were

approximately coincident with the 17° bend in the strike of the young, obliquely-

converging, and steeply dipping Puysegur Subduction Zone. This section of the plate

interface also has a history of triggered slip: the 1989 earthquake is inferred to have

triggered the 1993 earthquake and, further north at George Sound, triggered after-

slip was reported following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake. We have used L-band

(23.6 cm-wavelength) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data from the ALOS1 and

ALOS2 satellites, and C-band (5.5 cm-wavelength) SAR data from Sentinel 1A/B

satellites, to test the hypothesis that triggered slip also occurred in the vicinity

of Secretary Island following the 2007 George Sound, 2009 Dusky Sound and 2016

Kaikōura earthquakes. SAR images were aligned, interfered, filtered, and unwrapped

using GMTSAR processing tools. Long-wavelength ionosphere noise was removed

by inverting for the best-fitting linear plane, and we assumed a linear function of

height to remove short-wavelength atmospheric noise. Small Baseline Subset (SBAS)

timeseries analysis indicated a localised deformation signal centred on Secretary

Island following the Dusky Sound earthquake. A re-analysis was undertaken of the

co- and post-seismic deformation caused by the Dusky Sound earthquake so that any

surface deformation centred on Secretary Island could be isolated. Campaign and

continuous Global Positioning System (GPS) data were simultaneously inverted with

co- and post-seismic interferograms using a statistical Bayesian modelling approach

to determine the optimal Dusky Sound earthquake source parameters. Limitations

arising from orbital drift, the frequency of SAR acquisitions and the observation
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geometry hindered our ability to constrain the timing, magnitude and location of

reactivated slip from a source similar to the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake. Our

findings indicate that slip was not triggered following either the 2007 George Sound

earthquake or 2016 Kaikōura earthquake. However, we cannot rule out triggered

slip near Secretary Island following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake. Any such

slip likely occurred on an area of c. 350 km2 (c. 15 km updip of the Secretary Island

epicentre) with an average slip of 1–3m, producing motion away from the satellite

of c. 25mm at Secretary Island.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

The Fiordland region of southwest New Zealand has experienced three earthquakes

greater than Mw 6.5 in the past 20 years: the 2003 Mw 7.2 Secretary Island, 2007

Mw 6.8 George Sound and 2009 Mw 7.8 Dusky Sound earthquakes [Figure 1.1]. The

section of the plate boundary that ruptured in the 2006 George Sound earthquake

was reactivated following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake, releasing moment

equivalent to a Mw 6.7 earthquake [Figure 1.2] (Hamling and Hreinsdóttir, 2016).

Two lines of evidence suggest that aseismic slip could also be triggered below Secre-

tary Island following large regional earthquakes. First, following the Dusky Sound

earthquake an unusual signal in the GPS velocity field was recorded at Secretary

Island. The velocity vector at Secretary Island (site DTJ5) was misoriented with re-

spect to neighbouring stations in Fiordland, showing a deviation from the expected

deformation field [Figure 5.3, as discussed in Chapter 5] (Hreinsdóttir, pers. comm.,

2018). Second, tremor was detected near Secretary Island following the 2009 Dusky

Sound and 2016 Kaikōura earthquakes, which may be indicative of reactivated aseis-

mic slip (Peng et al., 2018, Romanet and Ide, 2019). These observations motivate

the hypothesis that slip on a patch similar to the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake

was reactivated following large regional earthquakes.

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a useful geodetic tech-

nique to apply in New Zealand due to its spatial coverage, ability to penetrate

through cloud cover and precision of measurements (Massonnet et al., 1993). Due to

the remoteness and rugged terrain of Fiordland, there are sparse (c. 10–100 km spac-

ing) geodetic ground-based measurements from continuous GPS (cGPS) and cam-
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1.2. Tectonic Setting

paign GPS (sGPS). In comparison, InSAR provides near-continuous spatial coverage

with horizontal resolution in the order of decimetres (10−1m), vastly improving the

spatial density of measurements available. In this study, we analyse a time-series

of interferograms centred on Secretary Island to identify new regions of triggered

slip following the 2007 George Sound, 2009 Dusky Sound, and distal 2016 Kaikōura

earthquakes. As part of this study, we re-analyse the Dusky Sound earthquake de-

formation field with a Bayesian statistical approach so that displacement from the

earthquake can be adequately removed from the dataset.

1.2 Tectonic Setting

The present-day Australian-Pacific plate boundary through the continent of Zealan-

dia is comprised of three first-order tectonic structures; the Puysegur Subduction

Zone to the south, the Alpine Fault along the west side of the Southern Alps and

the Hikurangi Subduction Zone off the East Coast of the North Island (Mortimer

et al., 2017). The polarity of subduction switches between the two subduction

zones, with the Australian plate being subducted below the Pacific in the Puysegur

Subduction Zone and the opposite occurring along the Hikurangi Subduction Zone.

Plate motion is additionally accommodated along second-order structures such as

the Marlborough Fault Zone, that connects the Alpine Fault and the Hikurangi

Subduction Zone, and the Taupō Volcanic Zone in the central North Island which

accommodates back-arc rifting.

The Alpine Fault and Puysegur Subduction Zone intersect offshore from

Fiordland in the southwest corner of the South Island [Figure 1.1]. At this latitude,

the Australian and Pacific plates are obliquely converging at ∼37mm/yr and the

relative plate motion is partitioned between strike-slip motion on the Alpine Fault in

the shallow crust and thrust-faulting on the Puysegur subduction interface at depth

(Beavan et al., 2010, Demets et al., 2010). The surface trace of the Alpine Fault

terminates north of Resolution Ridge and the fault itself merges with the Puysegur

subduction interface (Reyners and Webb, 2002, Sutherland et al., 2000).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Tectonic setting of Fiordland, New Zealand. Plate motion between the
Australian and Pacific plates is partitioned between the Alpine Fault(dextral strike-
slip) and the Puysegur Subduction Zone (oblique reverse dip-slip). Focal mecha-
nisms for large regional earthquakes and aftershocks from within three months of
the 2003 Secretary Island (green), 2007 George Sound (orange) and 2009 Dusky
Sound (purple) earthquakes are plotted (Ristau et al., 2016). Continuous (red tri-
angles) and campaign (black triangles) GPS sites are plotted. Grey arrow from
MORVEL 200 (Demets et al., 2010) and black arrows at cGPS stations (Beavan
et al., 2016) indicate long term plate motion relative to a fixed Australian Plate .
Secretary Island has been highlighted in yellow. Faults in black from the Active
Fault Database Langridge et al. (2016).

3



1.2. Tectonic Setting

Figure 1.2: (Top) Time series of LOS displacements showing reactivated slip near
George Sound, after Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016). Red boxes indicate epochs
showing deformation associated with 2007 George Sound and 2009 Dusky Sound
earthquakes. Negative LOS indicated motion toward the satellite. (Bottom) P1 and
P2 (location indicated top left) show clear offsets from the George Sound earthquake,
P1 has a curved motion following the Dusky Sound earthquake indicating reactivated
slip.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The Puysegur Subduction Zone formed c. 20Myr ago as a result of rela-

tive changes in motion between the Australian and Pacific plates in the obliquely

converging setting (Sutherland, 1995). The Euler pole describing Pacific/Australia

relative motion migrated southwards terminating rifting in the Emerald Basin and

initiating transform motion along the Alpine Fault (Sutherland, 1995). In the Mid-

Miocene, the inactive Eocene passive margin was subducted below the South Island

and it is now located below Fiordland (Sutherland et al., 2000) [Figure 1.3].

The present-day locations of the Alpine Fault and Puysegur Subduction

Zone have been suggested to be controlled by the inherited structure of the Eocene

passive margin boundary, which separates relatively buoyant Cretaceous continental

crust and Eocene-Oligocene oceanic crust (Sutherland et al., 2000). The buoyant

continental crust may encourage uplift of the Southern Alps and may have exacer-

bated the bend in the subducted plate (Eberhart-Phillips and Reyners, 2001). The

recent formation of the Puysegur Subduction Zone, in the Miocene, makes it a type

example of a young subduction zone that can be studied to investigate subduction

initiation processes (Sutherland et al., 2009).

The Puysegur Subduction Zone has an unusually steep dip. At depth,

the interface dips steeply eastward at c. 70° and has a distinct change in strike

near Doubtful Sound from 023° to the south to 040° to the north (Anderson and

Webb, 1994, Eberhart-Phillips and Reyners, 2001, Reyners et al., 2002, Warren-

Smith et al., 2017). The Puysegur Subduction Zone has been well imaged with

mirco seismicity, with the depth of seismicity increasing in depth from 20 km below

Jackson Bay, to >100 km only 40 km southwest (Warren-Smith et al., 2017). These

micro-seismicity observations define a c. 20 km-thick Benioff zone associated with

the downgoing Australian plate (Warren-Smith et al., 2017).

The abrupt 17° change in strike is coincident with the subducting plate

approaching a near-vertical orientation as it bends around a high-velocity body

(Vp > 8.5 km/s) in the mantle (Eberhart-Phillips and Reyners, 2001, Reyners et al.,

2002). Sutherland et al. (2000) suggested that the unusually steep bend in the

crust has been accommodated by a tear in the Australian Plate. Alternative mantle

5



1.2. Tectonic Setting

Figure 1.3: Cross-section through Fiordland showing the location of the Eocene
passive margin relative to the Puysegur Subduction Zone and the southern portion
of the Alpine Fault. The yellow/red shows the modelled rupture region of the 2009
Dusky Sound earthquake, after Beavan et al. (2010).

deformation models of this location include crustal under-plating of the Australian

plate forcing the incoming oceanic plate to bend steeply (Lamb, 2015, Warren-Smith

et al., 2016), westward subduction of the Cretaceous Hikurangi Plateau (Reyners

et al., 2017), and uniform lithospheric thickening producing an anomalous large

crustal root (Stern et al., 2000). The lack of data in this region limits the ability to

discriminate between proposed deformation models (Boese et al., 2018).

Extensive paleoseismic research reveals that the Alpine Fault is late in its

interseismic cycle (e.g. Berryman et al., 2012, Howarth et al., 2018, 2014, 2016) and

that the fault is capable of generating earthquakes larger than Mw 8 (Sutherland

et al., 2007). The South Westland portion of the Alpine Fault has a recurrence

interval of 291±23 years and last ruptured in 1717 (Cochran et al., 2017). Strike-

slip rates along the Alpine Fault increase southward from 13.6± 1.8mm/yr along the

northern section (Langridge et al., 2010), 27±5mm/year through the central section

(Norris and Cooper, 2001), increasing to rates of 31.4+2.1
−3.5 mm/yr on the offshore

portion of the Alpine Fault (Barnes, 2009). Although there have been several large

earthquakes in the Fiordland Region, including 5 larger than > Mw 6.5 in the past

6



Chapter 1. Introduction

30 years, there have not been any earthquakes of this size along the Alpine Fault

during the same period.

1.3 Regional Seismicity

In the last 30 years, the Fiordland region has experienced a series of moderate to

large earthquakes in the upper crust, on the subduction interface and at intraplate

depths (Beavan et al., 2010, Doser et al., 1999, Petersen et al., 2009, Reyners et al.,

1991, 2003). Here we review seismicity clustered around three locations – Dusky

Sound, George Sound and Doubtful Sound – to provide historical context for study-

ing potential new regions of reactivated slip.

TheMw 7.8 Dusky Sound earthquake on 15 July 2009 was the largest earth-

quake to have occurred in New Zealand since the 1931 Mw 7.4 Napier earthquake

(Beavan et al., 2010). Slip in this earthquake occurred on the subduction interface

below the inferred location of the Eocene rift boundary [Figure 1.3] (Beavan et al.,

2010). The focal mechanism of the earthquake indicated predominately oblique mo-

tion (Fry et al., 2010). The amount of radiated seismic energy for the Dusky Sound

event was relatively low, corresponding to an energy magnitude of Me 7.2, that is

smaller than the moment magnitude of Mw 7.8 (Fry et al., 2010). Fry et al. (2010)

showed that Coulomb failure stress increased on parts of the southern Alpine Fault

following the Dusky Sound earthquake, implying that the Alpine Fault was brought

closer to failure (Beavan et al., 2010). Geodetic modelling of the rupture plane

by Beavan et al. (2010) indicated maximum slip of c. 5m at c. 17 km depth, 30 km

south-west of the epicentre.

The Mw 6.7 George Sound earthquake occurred on 16 October 2007. The

centroid moment tensor (CMT) solution for the mainshock places the hypocentre at

21 km depth, c. 20 km offshore from George Sound with a reverse-faulting mechanism

(Petersen et al., 2009). The best-fitting geodetic models of co-seismic displacement

and aftershock locations indicated a principal fault plane dipping eastward, which is

consistent with rupture of the plate interface (Petersen et al., 2009). Geodetic mod-
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elling of InSAR and Global Positioning System (GPS) data implied 1.7m of slip,

at c. 16–20 km depth, producing a geodetic moment equivalent to a Mw 6.9 earth-

quake (Hamling and Hreinsdóttir, 2016). Two aftershock clusters were observed,

indicating activation of a shallow crustal fault, in addition, to slip on the inter-

face (Reyners et al., 2003). Little post-seismic deformation was observed in InSAR

timeseries (Hamling and Hreinsdóttir, 2016). Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) used

InSAR and GPS to observe the reactivation of the 2007 George Sound fault plane

following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake. Up to 0.6m of afterslip was inferred

to have occurred on the plate interface, releasing moment equivalent to a Mw 6.7

earthquake (Hamling and Hreinsdóttir, 2016).

Doubtful Sound is located between Dusky Sound and George Sound. At

the head of the fjord lies Secretary Island, which has been the location of three large

earthquakes in the past 30 years: Mw 6.4 in 1989,Mw 6.8 in 1993 andMw 7.2 in 2003

(Reyners et al., 2003, Reyners and Webb, 2002). The 1993 Secretary Island event

ruptured updip of the 1989 Doubtful Sound event and may have been triggered it

[Figure 1.4] (Reyners and Webb, 2002). According to this interpretation, the deeper

1989 event may have ruptured an isolated asperity, after which the Coulomb stress

on the shallower portion of the interface increased, moving the shallower portion

closer towards failure and ultimately triggering the 1993 event (Reyners and Webb,

2002).

On 21 August 2003, aMw 7.2 low-angle thrust earthquake ruptured c. 10 km

offshore from Secretary Island, between the 1989 and 1993 epicentres [Figure 1.1]

(Reyners et al., 2003). Geodetic measurements from ten sGPS sites were used to

model the main shock fault plane and indicated slip on the subduction interface

in the direction of subduction (Reyners et al., 2003). Maximum horizontal and

vertical displacements of 170mm and 130mm respectively were recorded near the

head of Doubtful Sound (Reyners et al., 2003). The focal mechanisms of all the

large events near Secretary Island show predominantly reverse slip geometries with

a subordinate dextral component (Reyners and Webb, 2002). Importantly for this

study, the findings of Reyners and Webb (2002) addressing the triggering of the
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1993 earthquake sequence by the 1989 earthquake, indicating that the section of the

plate interface below Secretary Island has a history of triggered slip.

The Kaikōura earthquake did not occur in Fiordland, but is considered as

part of this study as the earthquake triggered slow slip events up the east coast of

the of North Island (Wallace et al., 2018) and tremor was detected in the Fiordland

region (Peng et al., 2018). On 14 November 2016, the Mw 7.8 Kaikōura earthquake

ruptured 21 faults with a combined rupture length of c.,170 km (Stirling et al.,

2017). The complexity of the surface ruptures was revealed with InSAR and GPS,

with maximum horizontal displacement of c.12m along the Kekerengu Fault, and

maximum vertical displacement of up to 8m along the Papatea Fault (Hamling

et al., 2017). Shallow slow slip triggered off the east coast of the North Island,

and deep slow slip below the southern North Island, released cumulative moment

equivalent to a Mw 7.5 earthquake (Wallace et al., 2018).

1.4 InSAR

InSAR is a geodetic technique which calculates the phase difference between two

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images acquired at different points in space and

time to produce an interferogram which measures changes in the two-way travel

path between the satellite and the ground surface [Figure 1.5, Massonnet and Feigl

(1998)]. SAR uses microwave-frequency waves (1mm–1m wavelengths) which can

propagate through clouds, fog, and smoke without degradation of the signal (Mas-

sonnet and Feigl, 1998). The phase difference between SAR acquisitions spanning

an earthquake (or other ground-deforming process) provide a measure of the change

in path length between the satellite and a point on the earth’s surface [Figure 1.6].

Relative surface deformation can be measured with InSAR to millimetre scales, and

when used in conjunction with sGPS and cGPS measurements, the absolute value

of displacement can also be derived (Bürgmann et al., 2000a).

In this study, we use SAR images acquired by the Advanced Land Observ-

ing Satellite (ALOS) 1 and 2 operated by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
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1.4. InSAR

Figure 1.4: Historic earthquakes from Secretary Island (Reyners and Webb, 2002).
Triangles represent relocated aftershocks from the 1989 sequence; circles represent
thrust events from the 1993 sequence; and squares denote normal events following
1993 sequence.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustrations of the SAR acquisition geometry. Each pulse
emitted illuminates an elliptical patch of the Earth’s surface from the satellite with
a side looking radar. Depending on the scattering properties of the surface of the
earth, a proportion of the emitted signal is reflected back to the satellite. The
reflected signal provides a measure of the distance between points on the surface of
the earth and the satellite.

(JAXA) to resolve deformation between 2006–2011 and 2015–2017, and by the Sen-

tinel 1A/B satellites operated by the European Space Agency (ESA) for 2016–2017.

As described in Chapter 3, InSAR processing has been completed using GMTSAR

from Sandwell et al. (2011b), Statistical-Cost, Network-Flow Algorithm for Phase

Unwrapping (Snaphu) from Chen and Zebker (2000), Small Baseline Subset (SBAS)

from Schmidt and Bürgmann (2003) and Geodetic Bayesian Inversion Software V1.0

(GBIS) from Bagnardi and Hooper (2018).

1.5 Thesis Objectives

This thesis tests the hypothesis that slip on a patch similar to that which ruptured

in the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake was reactivated following the 2007 George
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Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of the phenomenon governing of InSAR phase
difference. An earthquake, or other ground deforming event such as a volcanic
eruption, landslide or ice stream, shifts the earth away from a satellite making the
distance between the two greater. The signal then completes an additional fraction
of a cycle and is reflected with a different measure of phase.

Sound, 2009 Dusky Sound and 2016 Kaikōura earthquakes. To address this, we

must determine the magnitude of detectable slip and then consider what seismic

processes are compatible with the observed deformation field. In the case slip is

detected, we will estimate the magnitude, location and temporal constraints of the

event. We will address the hypothesis via three specific objectives:

1. Generate interferograms spanning 2007–2011 and 2015–2017 for the purpose

of stacking, time series analysis and surface deformation modelling.

2. Complete time-series analysis of interferograms to determine precise post-

seismic ground deformation following each earthquake.

3. Finally, isolate local deformation centred on Secretary Island to determine

the magnitude of any after-slip following the 2007 George Sound, 2009 Dusky

Sound or 2016 Kaikōura earthquakes. To do this we must model the co-

seismic deformation from the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake for the purpose

of accurately removing the deformation field from the data.

1.6 Thesis Structure

The structure of this thesis is briefly outlined below with descriptions of the contents

of each chapter. This thesis is written in the first personal plural, ‘we’ rather than
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‘I’, as this work is being prepared for publication. However, all work in this thesis

was completed by Danielle Lindsay. This thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 1: An introduction to the tectonic history, recent seismicity of Fiord-

land and InSAR techniques, and objectives for this project.

• Chapter 2: A review of SAR acquisition, InSAR processing and modelling

methods applied in this project.

• Chapter 3: Methods of data processing, parameter testing, time series gen-

eration and modelling.

• Chapter 4: Observations and modelling results including preliminary inves-

tigation, interferograms, time series of cumulative displacement and Bayesian

modelling.

• Chapter 5: Discussion of limitations and uncertainties, the magnitude of

detectable slip within the data, and the results presented in Chapter 4, followed

by concluding statements.
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2 Theory

This chapter describes the theory underpinning Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

acquisition and focusing, Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) pro-

cessing, time series analysis and Bayesian modelling. Where applicable, current

best practice for InSAR processing is explained and sources of error, error correc-

tions and sources of uncertainty in an InSAR-derived velocity field are discussed.

2.1 InSAR Background

The early 1990s heralded a new era in geodesy whereby the application of satellite-

based InSAR mapping increased spatial resolution and the precision of measure-

ments to previously unobtainable accuracy (Goldstein et al., 1993, Massonnet et al.,

1993). This allowed for the derivation of the complete three-dimensional (3D) dis-

placement field of earthquake, volcano and cryosphere deformation with unprece-

dented detail (Goldstein et al., 1993, Massonnet et al., 1993). Following the 1992

Landers earthquake in California, the fault rupture and co-seismic displacement

were mapped at a resolution of 100m to a precision of c. 3 cm (Massonnet et al.,

1993). At a similar time, InSAR was first applied to monitoring ice sheet motion in

Antarctica (Goldstein et al., 1993). The detection limit with InSAR for ice stream

motion was 4mm horizontally and 1.5mm vertically, enabling the grounding line of

the ice sheet to be mapped with a resolution of 0.5 km (Goldstein et al., 1993).

SAR uses electromagnetic waves in the microwave spectrum that can pen-

etrate through cloud-cover and operate day and night (Bürgmann et al., 2000a).

Early SAR platforms used C-band (λ ≈ 6 cm), and L-band (λ ≈ 24 cm) (Massonnet

and Feigl, 1998). Satellites launched since 2008, such as TerraSAR-X, have also
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2.2. SAR Acquisition

included X-band (λ ≈ 3 cm) which reflects off urban structures and is useful for

engineering applications (Simons and Rosen, 2015).

Early InSAR studies were limited in part by the computational demands

of processing large datasets and the number and quality of SAR images acquired

(Chen and Zebker, 2000). During the 1990s, four civilian satellites with SAR capac-

ity were in orbit: ERS-1, ERS-2, JERS-1 and RADAR-SAT [Figure 2.1] (Massonnet

and Feigl, 1998). Project-specific satellites were launched with orbits designed to

capture deformation of specific regions, including RADARSAT-1 which provided

extensive coverage of Arctic Ocean sea ice (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Since the

early 2000s, radars operating at different microwave frequencies have been launched

including, the Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) 1 and 2 (L-band) satel-

lites from Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and Sentinel 1A and 1B

(C-band) satellites from the European Space Agency (ESA) (Rosenqvist et al., 2007,

Torres et al., 2012). The NASA-ISRO SAR (NISAR) mission is set to launch in 2021,

with radar equipment (for both C-band and L-band) optimised for studying hazards

and global environmental change (Rosen et al., 2015). With one satellite, two com-

ponents of a deformation field can be derived, whereas with two or more satellites

the full 3D deformation field can be mapped: as more satellites are launched, global

coverage of deformation events continues to improved(Simons and Rosen, 2015).

2.2 SAR Acquisition

SAR measures the two-way travel path of a microwave signal between a satellite-

based radar and a point on the Earth’s surface. As the satellite travels along its

orbital track, the ground is illuminated by a side-looking beam and the amplitude

and phase of the reflected signal are recorded (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998) [Figure

2.2]. The look angle of the antenna is typically right-looking, meaning that the

ascending (south to north) and descending (north to south) passes of the satellite

observe the same scene from opposite directions (Simons and Rosen, 2015). More

recently deployed satellites, such as ALOS2, have the ability to steer the beam to
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of SAR missions (UNAVCO, 2018). This project uses data from
ALOS, ALOS2, Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B for the period 2011–2018. Satellite
missions are grouped based on their signal wavelngth: C-band (λ ≈ 6 cm) which
scatters in foliage, and L-band (λ ≈ 24 cm) which penetrates to the ground surface
and X-band (λ ≈ 3 cm) which reflects off urban structures (Massonnet and Feigl,
1998).
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Figure 2.2: (Left) The SAR instrument is carried on a platform which travels along
a curvilinear path in the ‘along-track’ or ‘azimuth’ direction. The pulse from the
radar sweeps across the ‘radar swath’ in the ‘range’ direction and the back-scattered
signal bounces back to the radar (Simons and Rosen, 2015). (Right) The back-
scattered energy is collapsed into a 2D image with range-azimuth coordinates. Note
the ‘shadow’ region forming a data gap on the far side of the hill where the wavefront
does not propagate (Simons and Rosen, 2015).

look either left or right in order to observe the same scene from difference orbital

geometries (Liang and Fielding, 2017).

The ideal radar pulse is a delta function, as a short pulse-length allows two

closely-spaced points on the Earth’s surface to be discriminated accurately (Rosen

et al., 2000). However, signals with shorter wavelengths require a stronger source

to travel from the satellite to earth and back, and recording of the reflected signal

must be completed more frequently. To overcome this, the radar pulse is emitted

as chirp function that is later compressed with a matched filter to remove the chirp

and model the signal as a delta function [Figure 2.3] (Simons and Rosen, 2015).

The transmitted signal has a known amplitude, polarisation, phase, time

reference, and frequency (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Once the signal is reflected,

or scattered by the ground surface, a portion of the signal returns to the radar

receiver and the two-way travel time is measured (Simons and Rosen, 2015). Rocks,

vegetation, and urban structures are examples of scatterers: they each reflect the

energy differently, depending on the wavelength of the incoming radar signal and
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Figure 2.3: The radar emits the signal as a chirp function. During focusing, the
image is compressed with a matched filter to devolve the chirp. The radar signal
then approximates a delta function and resolution is improved (Simons and Rosen,
2015).

the azimuth and look-angle of the satellite (Ferretti et al., 2007). Each pixel in

a SAR image is the sum of all scatterers on the ground within the corresponding

ground resolution element. The amplitude of the returned signal is dependent on the

amount of scattered energy reflected back to the receiver (Bürgmann et al., 2000a).

The returned phase of the signal is a two-way range measurement of the number of

cycles completed between the radar and the surface and back again.

There are two modes of data collection used in this study: Strip Map used

by ALOS1 and ALOS2, and Terrain Observation with Progressive Scan (TOPS),

used by Sentinel. Strip Map records one swath continuously as the radar travels

along-track producing a single frame with a width of c. 80 km (Massonnet and Feigl,

1998). ALOS1 and ALOS2 have two ways of recording Strip Map data: Fine Beam

Single Polarization (FBS) and Fine Beam Dual Polarization (FBD), which has a nar-

rower bandwidth than FBS (Liang and Fielding, 2017, Rosenqvist et al., 2007). To

process images with different polarisations, they need to be converted to a common

polarisation, and best practice is to down-sample the FBD to FBS. TOPS makes

three progressive sweeps to generate one swath with a width of c. 250 km made up of

three sub-swaths that can be processed independently or as a single image (Torres

et al., 2012). ALOS1 data are available in raw unfocused format, whereas ALOS2

and Sentinel 1A/B data are focused by the associated agency.
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Precise Satellite Orbits

Precise knowledge of each radar satellite’s orbit is very important for correct focus-

ing, transformation from radar to geographic coordinates, alignment of images and

removing topographic components from interferograms (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

Precise orbits are computed frequently in real-time and re-calculated retrospectively

with higher precision, so the difference between the expected location and the true

location can be corrected for during processing. The precise orbit information is

contained in the header of ALOS1 and ALOS2 data and can be downloaded as a

separate file for Sentinel 1A/B data.

SAR Image Focus

A raw SAR image is focused into a single look complex (SLC) format so that phase

information at a decimetre resolution (on the ground-surface) can be extracted. The

SLC is an image in the range and azimuth imaging plane, in which each pixel contains

both amplitude and phase information as a complex magnitude value (Rosen et al.,

2000). To produce a SLC, each echo must be focused in the range and azimuth

directions, and the successive echos then sorted with respect to the shortest two-way

travel-path for each ground point and the satellite along azimuth (i.e. zero-Doppler

geometry) (Rosen et al., 2000).

Each pulse emitted by a radar illuminates an elliptical region on the ground

surface of approximately 10 km× 80 km in the range and azimuth directions. The

range resolution (Rr) is dependent on the speed of light (c), the pulse length (τ)

and the look angle (θ) (Bürgmann et al., 2000a):

Rr =
cτ

2 sin θ
(2.1)

To obtain the required resolution, a succession of individual echos are focused into a

SAR image. Range compression deconvolves the range chirp function to sharpen the

focusing of the image in the range direction (Rosen et al., 2000). Range migration
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uses the Doppler frequency shift of the returned signal and the precise location of the

satellite to flatten the image and make a single feature appear as a straight line in

the azimuth direction [Figure 2.4] (Bürgmann et al., 2000a). This is a similar process

to that involved in forming a seismic shot gather, whereby a point-source reflector

on the ground surface produces a travel-time parabola as the satellite receives echos

at different distances along-track in the azimuth direction.

Azimuth compression is then completed to collapse a straight line in the

azimuth direction back to the original point source by deconvolving the azimuth

chirp (Rosen et al., 2000). The azimuth resolution (Ra) for a single echo is dependent

on the the slant angle (θr), height of the satellite (H), nominal slant range (ρ =

H/ cos θ), the wavelength of the signal (λ) and the length of the radar (L) (Bürgmann

et al., 2000a):

Ra = ρ sin θr =
ρλ

L
(2.2)

Finally, the successive echos are sorted with regard to the zero-Doppler

geometry (Rosen et al., 2000). Echos which fall along the line of equi-Doppler

and equidistance are organised relative to each other within the SLC [Figure 2.4]

(Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). The zero-Doppler line falls where the range distance

between a point on the surface and satellite is the shortest (the near-range distance).

When arranging echos in zero-Doppler geometry, each pixel is organised as if it

is being viewed from directly above (i.e. the location of shortest-range distance)

(Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

To achieve adequate coverage in generating a SAR image, the footprints of

each pulse must overlap, requiring the radar to emit one pulse every half-length of

the radar as the satellite travels along orbit (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). The pulse

repetition frequency must be high enough to sample the whole Doppler spectrum to

avoid aliasing, and must have sufficient time between pulses so that the far-range

return of one pulse is received before the near-range return of next pulse [Figure 2.4]

(Rosen et al., 2000). The pulse rate is also limited by the rate at which the data can

be transmitted to the ground. For a 10m-long radar (L) a pulse must be emitted
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Figure 2.4: Geometry of side-looking
radar showing geometry of the zero
Doppler line. The echos from a radar
pulse are sorted with regards to the travel
time of the returned sample and the
Doppler frequency shift as the radar views
a target on the ground from successive
echos (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

every 5m, yielding an azimuth resolution (R′
a) of 5m (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998):

R
′

a =
λH

2Ra cos θ
=
L

2
(2.3)

Once the SAR focus has been performed, the satellite has orbited the Earth

emitting chirps at microwave frequencies, the returning phase and amplitude in-

formation reflecting off the earth’s surface was recorded, the returned echoes are

deconvolved and sorted so the SLC image appears as if the whole scene was ob-

served from directly above at with a decimetre resolution.

2.3 Generating Interferograms

The interference pattern is extracted from two SLC images by multiplying, pixel

by pixel, the phase of the first image (φ1) by the complex conjugate of the phase

of the second image (φ2) (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). The phase measurement

of the SLC image (φ1, φ2) represents the path length between the satellite and the

ground surface (ρ1, ρ2) [Figure 2.5]. In calculating the interferometric phase (φI), the

common phase component in each image cancels leaving only the phase difference

due to changes in the differential path delay (δρ) (Zebker et al., 1994):

φI = φ1 − φ2 =
4π

λ
(ρ2 − ρ1) =

4π

λ
δρ (2.4)
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Figure 2.5: Imaging geometry for satel-
lites A1 and A2, orbiting at an altitude
of H, with a baseline separation vector ~B
of length B. The distance from the satel-
lite to the ground for each satellite, ρ1 and
ρ2, is measured along the look vector l̂1 .
The perpendicular baseline B⊥ is the dot
product of the baseline separation vector
and the look vector. The look angle θ is
fixed for each satellite while the angle α
varies depending on the baseline separa-
tion (Bürgmann et al., 2000a).

The interferometric phase is sensitive to topographic changes when observing the

same scene from different observation geometries (i.e. for topographic mapping) or

to surface motion when the same scene is observed at different times (i.e. surface

deformation caused by an earthquake) (Zebker et al., 1994).

The resulting interferogram is a map of phase change, whereby each fringe

or contour represents a phase change of one wavelength (2π radians) along the two-

way travel path (Bürgmann et al., 2000a), representing the amount the ground has

moved (i.e. total ground displacement vector ( ~D)) in the radar’s line-of-sight (LOS)

(~l1). The LOS displacement of each fringe is equal to half the wavelength (π) of the

original signal, which for the L-band (λ=23 cm) ALOS1 data, represents 11.5 cm of

LOS displacement.

The interferometric phase (φI) contains contributions from the curvature

of the earth (∆φgeom), topography (∆φtopo), surface deformation (∆φdef ), orbital

error (∆φorb), ionosphere and troposphere delay (∆φatm) and phase noise (∆φnoise)

(Hooper, 2008):

φI = ∆φgeom + ∆φtopo + ∆φatm + ∆φnoise + ∆φorb + ∆φdef (2.5)

The phase contribution from the curvature of the earth (∆φgeom) and the phase

contribution from orbital errors (∆φorb) are calculated using the baseline distance
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(B), the look angle (θ), the angle between the reference and the repeat satellites

(α), and the distance between each satellite and the ground (ρ1 and ρ2) [Figure

2.5] (Zebker et al., 1994). The baseline distance B is a measure of the spatial

separation between the first and second passes of a satellite when observing the

same scene (Bürgmann et al., 2000a). The additional path length (δρ) from orbital

errors increases as the baseline distance increases (Zebker et al., 1994):

δρ ≈ B sin(θ − α) +
B2

2ρ
(2.6)

The phase contribution from orbital errors (∆φorb) is typically removed prior

to extracting the phase-difference (Sandwell et al., 2011b). The observation geome-

try of the two acquisitions is established and a six-parameter affine transformation

is completed to warp the repeat image, or ‘slave’ into alignment with the reference

image, or ‘master’, with sub-pixel accuracy (Bürgmann et al., 2000a). The slave

image is aligned to the master image in such a way that the scene is in effect being

observed from exactly the same geometry and phase extraction occurs without the

contribution from the orbital errors (∆φorb) described above.

The topographic contribution (∆φtopo) is removed by subtracting a high-

resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM), such as the 30m Shuttle Radar Topog-

raphy Mission (SRTM) DEM, from the total phase value (Massonnet et al., 1993).

The quality of the DEM is important, as the uncertainties in the topographic model

are propagated and reduce the accuracy of the final phase (Zebker et al., 1994).

Transmission delays (∆φatm) due to variations in density of free electrons in the

ionosphere and water vapour in troposphere are removed after the formation of the

interferogram, as described in Sections 2.4 and 2.4 (Fattahi and Amelung, 2015).

Once the aforementioned contributions have been removed, those produced

by surface deformation (∆φdef ) and residual noise (∆φnoise) remain in the final

interferogram (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). The predominant contribution to the

noise field is from poor image coherence, with other low-level interference sources

such as multi-pathing and channel cross-talk affecting urban areas also generating
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noise (Simons and Rosen, 2015).

Image Coherence

The correlation value or image coherence (γtotal), is a measure of how similar or

different the phase of two SAR scenes are, where 0 is not similar at all and 1 is

perfectly matched (Bürgmann et al., 2000a). Coherence is controlled by the spatial

(γspatial ), Doppler (γDoppler), thermal (γthermal) and temporal (γtemporal) changes of

the image geometry and surface scattering properties (Osmanoğlu et al., 2016):

γtotal = γspatial + γDoppler + γthermal + γtemporal (2.7)

Other factors being equal, interferograms generated from SAR images separated by

short intervals of time, short-baseline separations and small changes in look angle

will have higher correlation values and a smaller noise component (Hooper, 2008).

Spatial coherence (γspatial) is controlled by the baseline distance between

the two acquisitions forming an interferogram (Rosen et al., 2000). As interference

relies on the random phase component of the two images cancelling, a small phase

component relating to the different observation geometries will still be present in the

data, unless the images have been aligned with sub-pixel accuracy. The change in

path-length between the two acquisitions means the phase will not cancel perfectly

and the interferogram will be dominated by ‘speckle’ without any coherent phase

returns (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Large-baseline distances are a problem for

older satellites such as ALOS1, for which the drift is as much as 6000m in a four

year period [Figure 3.2]. More recent platforms, such as ALOS2 and Sentinel 1A/B

have much better control on orbits and baseline distances vary by approximately

± 200m over one year [Figure 3.2]. For each system, a critical baseline threshold

exists beyond which the phase difference due to the curvature of the earth will exceed

2π radians and the resulting interferogram will be completely decorrelated (Sandwell

et al., 2011a). For ALOS1 with a look angle of 34°, orbiting at an altitude of 700 km,

the critical baseline distance is 6.5 km for FBD and 13.1 km for FBS (Sandwell
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et al., 2011a). As a rule of thumb, the optimal baseline distance is one-quarter

of the critical baseline distance; longer baseline distances are more susceptible to

topographic contributions (Sandwell et al., 2011a).

Temporal decorrelation (γtemporal) arising from changes in the scattering

properties of the ground surface over time is one of the largest limitations to ex-

tracting interferometric phase (Wei and Sandwell, 2010). Growth of leafy vegetation

or fresh snow cover, among other processes, change the range distance and scattering

properties of the ground, producing a small phase shift (Bürgmann et al., 2000a).

If the change in LOS distance is less than one phase cycle, the affected pixels may

remain coherent. Longer-wavelength (L-band) interferograms perform better than

shorter-wavelength systems in highly vegetated regions for the same temporal sep-

arations (Wei and Sandwell, 2010). This is due to the longer-wavelength signals

maintaining coherence when large changes in LOS distance occur. As an example,

L-band (ALOS1) data in a highly vegetated region in California remained coher-

ent with a 2 year temporal separation whereas C-band (ERS-2) interferograms lost

coherence after six months (Wei and Sandwell, 2010). Additional contributions to

temporal decorrelation can stem from local events such as landslides, erosion, glacier

flow and changes in surface water extent (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

The Doppler correlation (γDoppler) relates to whether the scene is observed

at exactly the same look angle and altitude. Decorrelation occurs if the satellite has

a sizeable difference in pitch, roll or yaw between acquisitions (Osmanoğlu et al.,

2016). The contribution from thermal changes (γthermal) to the radar instrument

itself is often negligible and typically ignored (Osmanoğlu et al., 2016).

Interferogram networks

Depending on the intended final use of the interferograms, different pairs of SAR

images are selected and networks of interferogram are processed relative to one an-

other. When measuring co-seismic offsets, two-pass processing is used, whereby one

interferogram is generated using two SAR images acquired either side of an earth-

quake (e.g. Hamling et al., 2017, Massonnet et al., 1993, Pritchard et al., 2002).
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Figure 2.6: Examples of interferogram networks for time series processing. The
daisy chain connects acquisitions in chronological order, single master connects all
acquisitions to a one image and, small-baselines makes pairs with the temporal and
spatial separations below a given threshold.

In contrast, for measuring long-term interseismic deformation, networks of interfer-

ograms are constructed so that surface creep can be observed through time (e.g.

Bürgmann et al. (2000b), Chaussard et al. (2015), Fialko (2006)).

Figure 2.6 presents different configurations of interferometric pairs in a net-

work. A daisy chain, in which each acquisition is connected chronologically, is useful

when baseline distances are short and all acquisitions have high signal-to-noise ratios

(SNR), this network is a good first approach for checking for temporally variable

deformation (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). A single master network is used when per-

forming Persistent Scatterers (PS) processing, for example with Stanford Method

for Persistent Scatterers (StaMPS) (Hooper, 2008). For time series derived using the

Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) method, a network of SAR pairs are selected based

on temporal and spatial separation thresholds, yielding many pairs with multiple

connected loops within the network (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003).

Filtering

Filtering is used to remove unwanted noise from an interferogram prior to unwrap-

ping. When searching for a regional tectonic signal, short-wavelength noise is re-

moved with a long-wavelength filter, while a short-wavelength filter would be used

to identify features such as a localised area of subsidence (Rosen et al., 2000). Two

types of filters are typically applied during InSAR processing: a Goldstein-Werner

Adaptive filter and Gaussian low-pass filtering (Goldstein and Werner, 1998).
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The power spectrum of an interferogram is mostly characterised by white

noise, with only a narrow band related to the phase signal (Goldstein and Werner,

1998). The white noise is mainly due to loss of coherence from topography, base-

line geometry and thermal contributions. In the frequency domain, the Adaptive

Goldstein-Werner filter has the characteristics of a broadband filter in the noisy

regions of the spectrum and a narrow bandpass where the phase signal is present

(Goldstein and Werner, 1998). Effectively, the filter adapts to local phase variations:

where the phase changes quickly spatially the filter strength is lower and where the

phase changes slowly the filter strength increases (Goldstein and Werner, 1998).

A certain level of caution is required when filtering interferograms, as fil-

tering errors can be spatially correlated, and when stacked these can be amplified.

The work of Tymofyeyeva and Fialko (2015) suggests that filtering should not be

applied when generating a series of interferograms for time series analysis to avoid

the introduction of spatially correlated filtering errors to the time-series solution.

2.4 Unwrapping Interferograms

To estimate surface displacement, the InSAR image must be ‘unwrapped’ to pro-

duce a relative deformation field from which ambiguous multiples of 2π have been

removed (Rosen et al., 2000). A ‘wrapped’ interferogram is an image with fringes of

relative phase difference expressed as multiples of the radar’s wavelength (Price and

Sandwell, 1998). The phase unwrapping process adds 2π radians for each full cycle

of deformation within the frame, reconstructing the deformation field by shifting

each fringe by 2π [Figure 2.7] (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

The Statistical-Cost, Network-Flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping (Sna-

phu) developed by Chen and Zebker (2000) is one of the most widely applied unwrap-

ping algorithms. The program is largely based on the premise that phase differences

around a closed loop of pixels should sum to zero [Figure 2.8] (Chen and Zebker,

2000). The identified residual loops are then used to determine how many full phase

cycles must be added to produce the unwrapped phase gradient (Chen and Zebker,
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Figure 2.7: A wrapped interferogram with a constant phase change across the scene
(from 0 to 1000 pixels) has a cyclic phase measure of ±π. Unwrapping the image
adds 2π for each full cycle, shifting the phase measure to a relative deformation field.
GPS data are then used to shift the relative measure of displacement to an absolute
reference frame by performing a static shift (∆Φ), aligning the deformation field
to the ground measurements. Figure originally from Massonnet and Feigl (1998)
adapted by Osmanoğlu et al. (2016).

2000). Snaphu was developed for application to images with uniform geographic

sample spacing, which is not always the case (Simons and Rosen, 2015).

Phase aliasing or gaps in data can lead to unwrapping errors where a 2π

(one phase cycle) step occurs across a boundary with no corresponding ground de-

formation (Bürgmann et al., 2000a). Phase aliasing results when the true phase

changes by more than one cycle between samples. This can arise in regions with

steep phase gradients (e.g. near to a fault rupture when the deformation within

Figure 2.8: Example of closed loop residuals in network equivalent phase unwrapping
adapted from Chen and Zebker (2000). Each box represents the wrapped phase
measure of one pixel, residuals are calculated around 2×2 loops. If the sum of the
differences is not equal to zero then the loop is identified as a residual.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of nearest neigh-
bour interpolation for unwrapping from
Shanker and Zebker (2009). The circled
data are the original data points from a
sparsely sampled image. Residuals are
calculated in non-overlapping triangular
loops and the dense uniformly spaced grid
is then inferred by nearest neighbour in-
terpolation.

one pixel is greater than 2π), or steep topography, or as a result of large orbital

separations (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Gaps in data coverage due to water bod-

ies or noise from changes in the scattering properties (i.e. seasonal snow cover or

vegetation growth) can under-sample phase changes (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

The undersampled phase or gaps in data can lead to unwrapping errors in which

segments of the unwrapped interferogram have a step in phase of 2πn, where n is an

unknown integer. Unwrapping errors typically occur in parts of the interferogram

that are disconnected from the rest of the image (i.e. islands separated by fjords

from the mainland) [Figure A6]. These errors can be manually fixed by adding or

subtracting the multiples of 2π where required.

Shanker and Zebker (2009) developed an interpolation method to improve

unwrapping results from sparsely sampled images. This approach uses nearest neigh-

bour interpolation to interpolate missing values in a sparsely sampled region on a

regular grid [Figure 2.9]. Snaphu then unwraps the real and interpolated values

as usual. One constraint of the interpolation method is that the solution from un-

wrapping will still be poor if there are not enough input values, regardless of the

application of the interpolation before unwrapping (Shanker and Zebker, 2009).

In an interferogram, the noise component arising from ionospheric effects

can be manifest as long-wavelength signals spanning the whole frame (Massonnet

and Feigl, 1998). Ionosphere delays are produced by variations in the density of free

electrons (or total electron content (TEC)) between 50–1000 km above the Earth’s

surface (Bevis et al., 1992). The highest density of charged particles occurs at an

altitude of c. 300 km (Fattahi and Amelung, 2015). Lower-frequency signals (i.e.
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L-band) experience a greater propagation delay than higher-frequency signals (i.e.

C-band). The TEC can be measured directly by comparing the signal from two

different frequencies received by the same GPS antenna and the ionosphere con-

tribution then removed from the unwrapped interferogram (Fattahi and Amelung,

2015). A dense network of GPS stations is required for the spatial resolution of

TEC measurements to be useful in resolving changes in TEC across an InSAR im-

age (Fattahi and Amelung, 2015). Measurements must also be repeated as TEC

changes through time (Fattahi and Amelung, 2015).

Orbital errors from large baseline distances, as described above, also appear

as long-wavelength phase ramps. If the perpendicular baseline distance is larger

enough in regions with variable topography short-wavelength errors can also occur

(Simons and Rosen, 2015). The differences in observation geometry mean the scene is

not being viewed from exactly the same perspective and the topographic component

of phase is still present in the data set (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

Detrending images is a simple and quickly applied method for reducing

long-wavelength noise introduced by ionosphere delays and orbital errors (Simons

and Rosen, 2015). The long-wavelength contribution is modelled by a linear ‘ramp’

or biquadratic polynomial, which is then subtracted to remove the trend from the

unwrapped interferogram (Fialko, 2006). The ramp is calculated using a far-field

portion of the interferogram that is not experiencing deformation (Fialko, 2006).

This method works well in regions where deformation is constrained to a small

region of an InSAR frame. However, in regions in which deformation is present

across the whole scene, a polynomial surface can erroneously remove part of the

deformation field and a bilinear surface is preferential (Simons and Rosen, 2015).

InSAR images can be polluted with noise from troposphere delays with

spatial variations at a 1 km scale (Hanssen et al., 1999). Troposphere delays arise

from variations in the distribution of water vapour and air pressure (Bevis et al.,

1992). In regions of variable topography, the water content can be topographically

correlated along valley walls or ridges. This generates topographically correlated

noise on much smaller scales than global models of atmospheric water content can
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adequately represent (Hanssen et al., 1999).

As atmosphere (and ionosphere delays) are not correlated with time, stack-

ing images is a way of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Fialko, 2006).

Stacking improves the SNR by averaging out residual noise in the data. Corrections

for long-wavelength noise must be completed before stacking or the final stack may

be biased as a result (Simons and Rosen, 2015). Stacking interferograms generates

a linear deformation rate, this is useful for a fault experiencing constant creep (e.g.

Fialko (2006)) at the surface but more detailed time series analysis is required for

temporally variable deformation (e.g. Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016)).

2.5 InSAR Time Series

The detection and monitoring of creeping faults and slow slip regions has been

achieved using time series analysis of interferograms (Bürgmann et al., 2000b, Lyons

and Sandwell, 2003). A time series of displacement or variable deformation rates

can be calculated from a network of interferograms using methods such as PS and

SBAS (Berardino et al., 2002, Hooper et al., 2004, Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003),

described below.

The Persistent Scatterers (PS) method is most useful in urban environ-

ments where buildings and other structures provided surfaces which enhance pixel

coherence through time (Hooper et al., 2004). A PS is a pixel containing an object,

such as building, on the ground surface that consistently returns more energy than

surrounding surfaces (Hooper et al., 2012). The phase value of the pixel will be

dominated by the contribution from the particular PS (Hooper et al., 2004). In

rural areas, optimally orientated exposed rocks can act as PS (Simons and Rosen,

2015). The PS method selects pixels which are coherent through time and weights

them accordingly. One master image is used and all other images are processed

with respect to that image. The accuracy of this method, when deformation is

linear through time, can be better than 1mm/yr (Hooper et al., 2012).

The SBAS approach performs a least squares linear inversion to produce
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Figure 2.10: Linear inversion problem. Schematic shows relationship between data
and model matrices in small baseline method inversion. The inversion is performed
pixel by pixel through a stack of interferograms, solving for the pixel displacement
at each time step, and applies smoothing factors spatially at completion (Schmidt
and Bürgmann, 2003).

a times series of range change deformation (Berardino et al., 2002, Schmidt and

Bürgmann, 2003). An inversion is performed on a network of unwrapped interfer-

ograms, with short temporal and spatial separations, to solve for deformation at

each time step (Hooper et al., 2012). The deformation is solved relative to a sta-

ble point within the frame to which each of the interferograms is tied (Berardino

et al., 2002). All scenes must be connected to all other scenes through a network

of interferograms, if a scene is only linked to one other it will be dropped from the

inversion (Chaussard et al., 2015). The inversion is repeated for each pixel that is

coherent through all interferograms [Figure 2.10] (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003).

Ideally, the number of interferograms N is larger than the number of SAR scenes S:

when N approaches S the model becomes unstable (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003).

The linear SBAS inversion uses a design matrix G which is constructed

from the temporal distribution of SAR acquisitions, model parameters (m) and

data vector (d) that contains the range change data for each pixel (i, j) in each (kth)

interferogram (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003):

Gijmij = di (2.8)
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The error (e), the difference between the modelled (dpre) and observed (dobs), is

calculated at each step:

[ei = dobs
i − dpre

i (2.9)

When the error approaches zero the model parameters (mest) predict the observed

data (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003):

mest = [GTG]
−1GTd (2.10)

Once obtained, the increments of LOS displacement are summed to produce

a time series of cumulative displacement. Each time step uses the same reference

pixel, so all deformation is measured relative to a common location (Schmidt and

Bürgmann, 2003). The spatial resolution of the time series is determined by the

density of coherent pixels through all time steps, while the temporal resolution is

dictated by the acquisition rate of the SAR data (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003).

Recent adaptations to early SBAS algorithms include coherence selection

of interferograms (Chaussard et al., 2015) and closed-loop atmosphere corrections

(Tymofyeyeva and Fialko, 2015). Chaussard et al. (2015) developed a coherence-

based selection to improve SBAS results with a network of over 3600 interferograms

constructed from more than 250 SAR images. Interferograms were included in the

inversion if more than 50% of the pixels within a region of interest had a coherence

of more than 0.5. This selection discriminates against interferograms with poor

coherence, even if they are within the maximum baseline distance threshold. The

atmosphere correction method from Tymofyeyeva and Fialko (2015) is based on the

premise that interferograms sharing an acquisition date contain the same contribu-

tions from propagation delays. The atmospheric delays are solved for by calculating

the residuals of circle tests, where unwrapped interferograms t1 − t2, t2 − t3, t3 + t1

should sum to zero and where they don’t this difference is attributed to temporally

variable atmospheric noise. Once estimated, the atmospheric phase residuals are

removed from each time step in the SBAS inversion.
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2.6 Incorporation of GPS

The inclusion of GPS in InSAR processing allows for translating the relative defor-

mation field into an absolute reference frame (Bürgmann et al., 2000a). A static

shift can be applied so that relative InSAR displacements (e.g. the mean value of

pixels within 200m of a GPS station) are shifted to the value of local GPS stations,

this is often approximated as an additional ramp (Chaussard et al., 2015). This ties

the InSAR time series to an absolute value within the frame and can then be used

for more detailed analysis of the deformation field.

Integrating GPS has also proven to improve the accuracy of the measured

3D deformation field. Bürgmann et al. (2006) used the horizontal velocity field from

a dense GPS network to remove the horizontal component of the InSAR deformation

and thereby resolve vertical displacements with sub-mm/yr precision. Fialko (2006)

used linear planes calculated between GPS and InSAR images to removed residual

contributions from long-wavelength noise to significantly increase the SNR.

A trade-off exists for aligning InSAR with GPS-derived velocities because

the two data sets become intrinsically dependent and the GPS cannot be used to

estimate errors in the InSAR (Chaussard et al., 2015). By not aligning InSAR to

GPS Chaussard et al. (2015) were able to use the GPS network to estimate long-

and short-wavelength noise within the data, compare final velocities and estimate

the uncertainty of the velocity field.

Sub-sample interferograms

Prior to modelling, InSAR images must be sub-sampled to reduce the number of data

points so that modelling can be completed with the computational power available.

Uniform (e.g. Pritchard et al., 2002), resolution based, deformation gradient (e.g.

Jónsson et al., 2002, Simons et al., 2002) are common methods for achieving this

with varying results (Simons and Rosen, 2015). Here we implement an adaptive

quad-tree sampling method (gradient-based method) (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018).
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The quad-tree sample divides the image into quadrants, calculates a low-order best-

fit surface and removes it (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). If the residual value for the

quadrant is greater than a given threshold then the quadrant will be divided again

(Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). This process is continued until the variance in each

quadrant is below the specified threshold. This gradient based, quad-tree produced

sub-sampled images with sample density higher closer to the deformation source and

requires no prior knowledge of the fault geometry (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018).

2.7 Modelling

Modelling of co-seismic and post-seismic deformation is completed with a simple

source model implemented with a statistical Bayesian inversion approach. Defor-

mation is modelled as a rectangular dipping fault with uniform slip embedded in

an isotropic elastic half-space with an assumed Poissons’s ratio v = 0.25 (Bag-

nardi and Hooper, 2018, Okada, 1985). The fault length, width, depth, dip, strike,

location, amount of stike-slip and dip-slip are determined. Bayesian modelling gen-

erates posterior probability density functions (PDFs) which determine the likelihood

of a range of source parameters given the deformation pattern and model bounds

specified (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). Unlike direct-search inversion methods, the

Bayesian approach is able to appropriately characterise uncertainties associated with

estimates of source parameters by presenting credible intervals for each value (Bag-

nardi and Hooper, 2018). Posterior PDF are generated for each source parameter

and an optimal set of source parameters is identified using the maximums of each

distribution (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018).

The data vector d is equal to the product of the non-linear function G and

model parameters m, and the error ε:

d = G(m) + ε (2.11)

The probability of a set of model parameters given how well those parame-
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ters fit the data, with a certain uncertainty, is described by a conditional posterior

PDF p(m|d) (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018):

p(m|d) =
p(d|m)p(m)

p(d)
(2.12)

This posterior PDF is calculated for a single set of data with:

p(d|m) = (2π)−N/2

∣∣∣∣∣∑
d

∣∣∣∣∣
− 1

2

× exp

[
−1

2
(d−Gm)T

−1∑
d

(d−Gm)

]
(2.13)

where N is the total number of data points and
∑−1

d is the inverse of the variance-

covariance matrix for a given data set (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). The upper and

lower bounds of a outcome are set, where within these bounds each value is equally

probable and outside the probability is set to zero, p(m) = 0.

2.8 Determining Uncertainty in Interferograms

Outlined below are methods for identifying and quantifying error which were applied

throughout processing. These were used to validate processing choices and quantify

uncertainty in the result. Estimation of spatial error in interferograms is important

as errors propagated through to time series analysis and modelling, may affect the

final interpretation. Examination of error and uncertainty must be undertaken to

assess the accuracy of any processing corrections applied, to understand the limits

of the data, and to provide a level of uncertainty for results produced.

Standard Deviation

A simple and meaningful measure of noise is the standard deviation of the phase

(Goldstein and Werner, 1998). This is a useful method for determining whether a

correction such as filtering has reduced noise by comparing the standard deviation

before and after the correction (Goldstein and Werner, 1998).
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Circular Tests

Circular tests can be completed to find unwrapping errors and any processing arte-

facts which have been added to the data in a connecting loop. If three interferograms

are summed, the result theoretically should be zero: a non-zero result indicates the

presence of a processing error or noise within the image (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).

Tymofyeyeva and Fialko (2015) presented results from circular testing that showed

that filtering interferograms added spatially correlated error. When stacked, this

spatially correlated error could be mistaken for a deformation signal. Similarly,

when unwrapping interferograms a circular test can be applied to search for un-

wrapping errors (Shanker and Zebker, 2009).

Comparison with Independent Data

When both the ascending and descending velocity maps are available, the horizon-

tal InSAR velocities can be compared with GPS velocities to calculate the average

absolute deviation between the two data sets (Chaussard et al., 2015). Figure 2.11

presents the results obtained by Chaussard et al. (2015). Fault-parallel velocities

were compared, a best fit linear regression was calculated and InSAR velocity field

uncertainty was calculated as the average absolute deviation from the regression

slope (Chaussard et al., 2015). In the case where the InSAR and GPS are not well

correlated, this may indicate that the InSAR does not represent the ground defor-

mation field and careful consideration of processing steps needs to be completed.

Semivariogram

A semivariogram estimates spatial variation by calculating how values differ with

increasing separation (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). Variance typically increases

with distance, such that two data points close to each other are likely to be simi-

lar, and two points further away are more dissimilar [Figure 2.12]. Bagnardi and

Hooper (2018) used a semivariogram to estimate noise levels in interferograms prior

to modelling. The variance of the interferogram is described by a nugget, range and
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of GPS and InSAR derived velocities by Chaussard et al.
(2015). The uncertainty for the InSAR velocity field was determined by finding
the average absolute deviation (grey dashed line) from the best fit linear Regression
(black line). The InSAR velocities shown are the mean values from within 200m of
the corresponding GPS location.

sill value (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). The nugget is the lowest level of variance in

the data measured between two neighbouring locations. The nugget value represents

measurement errors or spatial sources of variation at distances smaller than the sam-

pling interval (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). The range is the lag distance between

the nugget variance and the point at which the variance plateaus. The sill variance

is the value at which the variance plateaus indicating that variance no longer in-

creases with distance above that threshold (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). Bagnardi

and Hooper (2018) suggest that a semivariogram is calculated over a non-deforming

region at least as large as the deforming region being investigated.
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Figure 2.12: Estimation of InSAR noise field of interferogram from southern Is-
abela Island, Galápagos (Ecuador) by Bagnardi and Hooper (2018). Within the
unwrapped interferogram, the deformation is masked (grey shaded region (a)) and
the nugget, range and sill variance is estimated from the non-deforming regions. (b)
shows how the variances changes with increasing distance (lag) between data values
for the experimental (diamonds) and theoretical (solid line) semivariograms.
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In the previous chapter, we outlined the theoretical premise for Interferometric Syn-

thetic Aperture Radar (InSAR). In this chapter, we describe GMTSAR InSAR pro-

cessing, Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) time series analysis, and Geodetic Bayesian

Inversion Software V1.0 (GBIS) modelling. We indicate adaptations to the stan-

dard processing that improve results and present the preliminary findings which

informed these adaptations. Examples from ALOS2 and Sentinel 1A/B presented

in this chapter highlight challenges within the ALOS1 dataset (Section 3.2) and

indicate the limitations of these datasets (Section 3.3). All parameter testing was

completed on track 348, frame 6260 (ALOS1), as this region is the search area for

surface deformation signals near Secretary Island that may indicate the presence of

triggered slip.

3.1 Data

We analyse Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data from Japan Aerospace Explo-

ration Agency (JAXA) (Advanced Land Observing Satellite’s 1 and 2 (ALOS1/ALOS2))

and European Space Agency (ESA) (Sentinel 1A/B) and Global Positioning System

(GPS) data from Beavan et al. (2010) [Table 3.1]. The ALOS1 dataset includes

21 ascending acquisitions along track 348, and 12 along track 349 made between

December 2006 to January 2011. In addition, there were 2 descending acquisitions

along track 639 made between July 2008 and July 2009 [Figure 3.1]. The ALOS2

dataset includes 12 ascending acquisitions made between November 2014 to Novem-

ber 2017. The Sentinel dataset includes 17 ascending acquisitions made between

November 2016 and April 2017, and 11 descending acquisitions between October
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2016 to March 2017. The ALOS1 data have an average time interval of 73.5 days;

most acquisitions occurred every 46 days although a few have separations of up to

138 days [Figure 3.2]. Here we processed both L-band (ALOS1/ALOS2) and C-band

(Sentinel 1A/B) to compare and contrast the results.

Satellite Agency Orbit Frame Pass Direction Band Time Period No. acquisitions

ALOS1 JAXA 348 6240, 6250, 6260 Ascending L 2006–2011 21
ALOS1 JAXA 349 6240, 6250 Ascending L 2006–2011 13
ALOS1 JAXA 639 4530, 4540, 4550 Descending L 2009 2
ALOS2 JAXA 106 6260, 6270 Ascending L 2014–2017 12
Sentinel 1A/B ESA 96 Ascending C 2016–2017 17
Sentinel 1A/B ESA 44 Descending C 2016–2017 11

Table 3.1: Summary of data sources: Advanced Land Observing Satellite’s 1 and 2
(ALOS1/ALOS2) from JAXA, Sentinel 1A/B from ESA. Ascending data is collected
as the satellite orbits from south to north, and descending from north to south.

3.2 Anticipated Challenges

The Fiordland region is characterised by steep terrain, vast regions of heavy vegeta-

tion, heavy rainfall and seasonal snow cover, each of which contributes to reducing

image coherence. The ALOS1 dataset was additionally limited by large orbital drift

(up to 6 km in 2.5 years) and long temporal separations between acquisitions (up to

138 days).

Topography

Areas where the topographic gradient exceeds the satellites look angle result in

reduced spatial coverage of the SAR image. ‘Shadows’ form where the wavefront

is reflected off one side of an elevated feature and does not illuminate the other

[Figure 2.2] (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Topography also affects the amplitude

of the reflected signal: a slope perpendicular to the look direction will reflect more

signal than a parallel slope (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). As the data used here

was acquired on right-looking platforms and along ascending tracks, the valley walls

dipping towards the southwest are optimally orientated for this orbit geometry, while

steep valley walls dipping towards the northeast may be in the shadow and have
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Figure 3.1: ALOS1 SAR frames used in this study. Ascending track 349 and de-
scending track 639 is used to re-analysis deformation from Dusky Sound earthquake.
Track 348, frame 6260 is centred on Secretary Island and is used to isolate potential
areas of reactivated slip around Secretary Island. Red triangles are cGPS stations,
of which PYGR is the only station within the frames. Black triangles are sGPS
sites which are occupied as part of the national network approximately every eight
years and following large earthquakes (Beavan et al., 2016). Focal mechanism show
locations (from southeast to northwest) of the 1989, 2003 and 1993 earthquakes near
Secretary Island, as well as the 2007 George Sound (north), and the 2009 Dusky
Sound (south) earthquakes.
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Figure 3.2: Plots of perpendicular baseline separation and temporal separation of
SAR acquisitions. The orbital drift of ALOS1 results in baseline distances of 6 km
over 2.5 years. The newer satellites, Sentinel 1 (S1) and ALOS2, have greater orbital
control and result in baseline distances of less than 300m.
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limited spatial coverage.

Heavy Vegetation

Fiordland contains New Zealand’s largest national park with land cover dominated

by native forest, tussock and snow-capped mountains. As described in Sections 2.2

& 2.4, long-wavelength ALOS1/ALOS2 L-band has the ability to penetrate through

some vegetation and maintain coherence when small (centimetre scale) changes oc-

cur, whereas the coherence of short-wavelength Sentinel 1A/B C-band decreases

rapidly with time (Bürgmann et al., 2000a).

High Precipitation

Fiordland has the highest median annual total rainfall in New Zealand, typically

receiving 1500–6000mm/yr (NIWA, 2012). Precipitation increases with elevation

and reduces east of the main divide [Figure 3.3]. As described in Section 2.4, heavy

rainfall causes topographically correlated increases in water vapour content which

delay the return of the signal to the radar.

Observing Geometry

Figure 3.2 shows the baseline and temporal separation of the data analysed here.

The ALOS2 and Sentinel datasets have a maximum baseline separation of less than

300m, whereas the ALOS1 platform has an orbital drift of up to 6 km over the 2.5

years of acquisitions. Orbital drift leads to deviations in the observational geometry

of the SAR scene which increase baseline distance and decrease image coherence

(see Section 2.3)(Simons and Rosen, 2015). The temporal resolution is also limited

by the long-baseline distances (see Section 3.3).
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3.2. Anticipated Challenges

Figure 3.3: Median annual total rainfall for Southland, New Zealand. Note the high
levels of precipitation along the South Island’s west coast and at higher elevations
(NIWA, 2012). These are regions where local atmospheric delays may be present in
the data.
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3.3 InSAR Processing

We used GMTSAR, an open-source program which calls on five main C algorithms

and the standard Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) package with c-shell wrappers

(Sandwell et al., 2011b, Wessel and Smith, 2013). GMTSAR calls on the Statistical-

Cost, Network-Flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping (Snaphu) as described in

Section 2.4 and Figure 3.4 (Chen and Zebker, 2000). GMTSAR supports two-pass

processing, which takes two SAR frames to generate one interferogram, and batch

processing, using a series of SAR images to generate many interferograms as input

for time series analysis. Batch processing differs from the processing flow described in

Figure 3.4, in that: 1) all images are pre-processed with the same orbital geometry

(zero Doppler, Earth radius and near-range values) and; 2) all slave images are

aligned to the same master.

Interferograms of co- and post-seismic deformation of the Dusky Sound

earthquake were processed using the two-pass method [Figure 3.4]. Data from

ALOS1 track 348, frame 6260, were processed using batch processing, the additional

steps are described throughout the following sections. At the time of processing, no

GMTSR batch processing scripts for ALOS2 data were available. Initial processing,

as part of the preliminary investigation with ALOS2, was completed using the two-

pass processing method [Figure 3.4]. These results did not indicate the presence

of localised deformation so no further attempts to complete batch processing were

made [Figures 4.2 and A5].

The descriptions below of GMTSAR-specific processing steps are para-

phrased from the GMTSAR manual Sandwell et al. (2011a), personal communi-

cations with David Sandwell at the 2018 UNAVCO InSAR Processing and Theory

with GMTSAR short course, and from comments within the GMTSAR scripts.
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Figure 3.4: Typical processing flow for generating interferograms with GMTSAR.
For two-pass processing, only one slave image is used while for batch processing
many slave images are all aligned to the same master image. Once aligned, any
combination of SLC’s can be used to generate interferograms.
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Figure 3.5: Representative output from GMTSAR showing displacements for Dusky
Sound earthquake between 28 June 2009 to 13 August 2009 (track 348, frame 6250).
(a) Amplitude of reflected back scatter energy. (b) Image coherence. (c) Wrapped
phase in radians, each fringe represents c. 11 cm of deformation. (d) Wrapped phase
with 200m Gaussian filter and coherence masked applied. (e) Unwrapped phase in
radians. (f) Line-of-sight (LOS) displacement in millimetres.
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Pre-process and SLC Formation

The raw SAR images were pre-processed to convert data from its native format to

a generic format for single look complex (SLC) formation. GMTSAR extracted the

orbit information from the header of the ALOS1 and ALOS2 raw data or from the

auxiliary files for Sentinel-1. The master was selected from the perpendicular base-

line plots to minimise baseline and temporal separations (Figure 3.2). The Earth

radius, near-range distance and the zero-Doppler distance specific to the master

file were defined in the configuration file and all repeat images are focused using

those same parameters. The SAR focusing algorithm in GMTSAR is escarp, which

focuses thousands of consecutive echos into a SLC format through the method de-

scribed in Section 2.2 (Sandwell et al., 2011a).

Alignment

Correct alignment of images removes the geometric contribution to the phase due

to differences in the viewing geometry of the scene (see Section 2.3). GMTSAR uses

precise orbits to estimate the azimuth and range shifts required to align the upper

left corner of the slave image to the master (to within 2 pixels in range and 1 pixel

in azimuth) (Sandwell et al., 2011a). GMTSAR computes a two-dimensional cross

correlation to calculate values required to warp the slave image into alignment with

the master image. GMTSAR defines a template size of 128×256 pixels and sets the

image sub-patch size to double that of the template. The template of the slave image

is cross correlated with a sub-patch of the master SAR image. The cross-correlation

(CC) was repeated at 20 locations in the range direction and 50 locations in the

azimuth direction, totalling to 1000 CCs. The GMTSAR alignment output contains

the required shift to align the slave to the master in range and azimuth for each CC

location and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each CC. These range and azimuth

shift values were used to calculate the 6 parameters required to shift, stretch or

rotate the slave image in range and azimuth to align it with the master image. The

SLC for the slave image was then reprocessed using these 6 parameters with an affine
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transformation that preserves points, straight lines and planes within the image.

The CC SNR was examined to estimate the coherence of the final image.

Ideally, the SNR for each CC should exceed 20 for a robust solution. Appendix Table

1 summarises tests undertaken to determine the ideal CC parameters for the data in

this study. A longer window length results in a higher SNR providing a more robust

solution, however, this also increased computation time. Increasing the number of

CC decreases the SNR while increasing computation. The change in computation

time is more sensitive to increasing the number of CC (nx, ny) and the average SNR

is more sensitive to changes in the template size (x_search, y_search).

When completing GMTSAR batch processing, each of the slave images must

be aligned to a ‘primary master’ so that all interferograms can be generated relative

to the same acquisition geometry. Figure 3.6 shows the alignment of SAR images

from ALOS1. The primary master for processing was acquired on 29 December 2009.

This SAR image was selected as the master as it was closest to the mean baseline

distance, acquired in the summer when snow cover was minimal, and acquired with

Fine Beam Dual Polarization (FBD) (see Section 2.2) so could be down-sampled

to Fine Beam Single Polarization (FBS) format. As the baseline distances are very

large for ALOS1, ‘secondary masters’ were selected in order to align the most distant

acquisitions. First, alignment of the primary master to each of the secondary mas-

ters and to images within c.±1300m of the primary master was completed. Next,

all remaining images were aligned to the secondary masters. As the SLCs of the

secondary masters are reprocessed and warped to align with the primary master

before subsequent images are aligned to them, all images are, in effect, aligned to

the signal primary master. As the baseline distances were small (less than 200m)

for Sentinel 1A/B, all slaves images were aligned to a single master image [Figure

A1].

To determine whether the final result was biased by the master selection, all

data from track 348, frame 6260, were reprocessed with a different master acquired

on 8 November 2007, which also fulfilled the criteria listed above [Figure A2]. The

noise levels and average coherence values of the interferograms were comparable for
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Figure 3.6: Baseline distance vs. time plot showing how each SAR image is aligned
to either a ‘primary’ or ‘secondary’ master. SAR images within a baseline distance
of c.±1300m from the 29 December 2009 acquisition are aligned to this ‘master’
image. All other SAR images are aligned to the secondary masters acquired on 28
June 2009 and 16 May 2010. As the secondary masters are aligned to the primary
master before other pairs all SAR images are effectively aligned to the primary
master.

both masters. From here on, ALOS1 results and methods presented will be aligned

to the primary master acquired on 29 December 2009, as in Figure 3.6.

Weighting for Persistent Scatterers

GMTSAR includes tools to weigh Persistent Scatterers (PS) pixels in a SAR im-

age prior to interferogram formation. Each pixel in the focused SAR image (SLC)

is assigned a weight based on its amplitude dispersion through time. Figure 3.7

shows the weighting of PS pixels for Fiordland compared with a region in Jakarta,

Indonesia. In the example from the mixed land use region surrounding Jakarta,

urban areas show as bright regions where the pixels have been up-weighted. The

rural areas around the outside of the frame have been down-weighted, as the re-

turned amplitudes varied through time. The pixel weightings for Fiordland show

few ‘bright spots’ as there are few man-made or natural structures in the region

that act as PSs. Some pixels are up-weighted: these are randomly dispersed across

the image and may represent optimally oriented rock exposures. As compared with

ALOS1, the Sentinel 1A/B data have a high proportion of up-weighted pixels.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of Persistent Scatterers from Fiordland (rural) and Jakarta
(urban/rural). Map of pixel weighting based on amplitude dispersions for Fiord-
land (ALOS1 (left), Sentinel 1A/B (middle)) and Jakarta (Sentinel 1A/B (right)).
Unpublished data for Jakarta from Andy McNab (pers. comms., 2019).

Generating Interferograms

GMTSAR computes the phase difference between two SAR images, removes the

effects of the curvature of the earth and removes the topographic contribution to

the total phase (Sandwell et al., 2011a). The general methods outlined in Section

2.3 are used. A 30m Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generated as part of the

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) mission in 2000 was used to subtract

the topographic component of phase from the interferograms.

The effect of summer/winter pairing and spatial/temporal separations on

image coherence were tested to determine which pairs of images to connect for the

optimal network configuration. Figure 3.8 shows coherence maps of a selection of

summer-to-summer pairs, acquired when snow cover is less and coherence between

summer-to-summer pairs should in principle be higher (summer SAR acquisitions

highlighted in Figure 3.9a). Due to the baseline drift of ALOS1, summer-to-summer

pairs are restricted to having either short temporal separations within the same

summer, or temporal separations exceeding two years. Coherence was high for pairs

with short temporal and baseline separations (Figure 3.8 top-left and bottom-right),

and poor for pairs with long temporal and short-baseline separation. Acquisitions
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of coherence from summer-to-summer interferograms. Pairs
with short-baseline and temporal separations have noticeably better coherence than
those with long temporal and/or baseline separations.

separated by days to weeks tend to have higher coherence than those separated by

months to years. Similarly, two SAR acquisitions separated by short perpendicular

baseline separations (<400m) tend to have higher coherence than those with longer

baseline separations (c. 1000m). For pairs with both long temporal and baseline

separations, coherence was poor. Overall, coherence values were less sensitive to

seasonal change, than to baseline and temporal separations.

The network of interferograms constructed needs to be considered in detail

based upon the intended use of the final product, and in order to generate a time

series, all pairs of interferograms must be connected to each other. GMTSAR uses

the SBAS approach (see Section 2.5), where the interferogram pairs are determined

by the baseline distance separation and the temporal separation. In the ideal case,
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(a) Network 1: B⊥ = 250m (b) Network 2: B⊥ = 750m.

(c) Network 3: B⊥ = 1500m. (d) Network 4: Coherence selection

Figure 3.9: Networks of interferograms tested during processing. Yellow lines in sub-
figure 3.9a denote summer months when snow cover and atmospheric water vapour
typically is lowest.

a network would connect many interferograms with equal time spans and relatively

short-baselines (Sandwell et al., 2011a). We present interferogram network testing

completed with ALOS1 to determine the ideal network design for the given dataset.

Network 1

Network 1 was designed using selection criteria adapted from Simons and Rosen

(2015) which required that each pair have a perpendicular baseline distance of less

than 250m, not include scenes that were acquired during rain or snowfall events,

and have a maximum temporal separation of less than 3.5 years. In Network 1,

pairs with short (250m) baseline separations were connected first [Figure 3.9a].

Preference was given towards images images acquired in the summer months, but

due to orbital drift, the application of this criteria was relaxed. Next, the ‘daisy
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chain’ template (described in Section 2.3) was applied to connect pairs with short

temporal separations. Within Network 1, all acquisitions were connected, with short

and long temporal pairs and mainly short-baseline pairs. The pairs either side of

the greatest baseline distance (>6000m) were not linked in a circular manner to all

other pairs. The total number of pairs was 28, which is too few to generate a SBAS

time series (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003).

Network 2

Sandwell et al. (2011a) suggest that the optimal baseline distance should be one-

quarter of the critical baseline distance. For ALOS1, this yields an optimal sepa-

ration of c. 500m. For Network 2, the maximum baseline distance threshold was

increased to 750m as this was close to the optimal separation and connected most

acquisitions. The total number of interferograms pairs increased to 45. In this net-

work, not all acquisitions are connected, with three acquisitions in late 2008 and

early 2009 discarded. The largest baseline separation occurs in the months before

the Dusky Sound earthquake, meaning that there were fewer interferograms con-

straining the deformation before the earthquake.

Network 3

In order to include data from all acquisitions, the maximum baseline separation

was finally increased to 1500m, bringing the total number of interferograms to 96.

The baseline threshold was not extended further as visual inspection showed that a

number of interferograms with baseline distances approaching 1500m had extremely

poor coherence. The total number of interferograms satisfied the SBAS requirement

that the number of interferograms exceeded the number of SAR acquisitions and all

but one acquisitions were connected via multiple loops. As a result of the increase

in the number of interferograms spanning the date of the Dusky Sound earthquake,

constraints on the earthquake displacements were highest for Network 3.
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Figure 3.10: Region used to se-
lect interferograms with high co-
herence for Network 4. If 50%
or more of the pixels within the
green box had a coherence greater
than 0.15 the image was selected
for the final interferogram net-
work.

Network 4

Visual inspection showed that a high proportion of the interferograms from Network

3 had poor coherence. To remove these ‘bad’ pairs, the coherence selection method of

Chaussard et al. (2015) was adapted and applied. Frames which containing greater

than 50% of pixels with a coherence greater than 0.15 within the specified region of

interest were selected for Network 4. Figure 3.10 shows the area of interest, which

encompasses the region in which deformation from reactivated slip would be most

pronounced around Secretary Island. For comparison, Chaussard et al. (2015) used

a coherence threshold of 0.5: we lowered the coherence threshold, otherwise, no

images would fulfil the criteria. This trade-off meant the number of images in the

final network was still sufficient to complete time series analysis.

The coherence-based selection produced a network of interferograms in

which each SAR acquisition was linked to all others, and the selected pairs all had

moderate coherence across the region of interest. The maximum baseline separa-

tion was 1103m but, not all pairs with separations less than this baseline distance

were created. The benefit of processing all possible pairs first (i.e. Network 3 with

B⊥ = 1500m ), and subsequently selecting based on coherence, is that interfero-

grams with poor coherence were excluded. If included, the low-coherence interfero-

grams would have add noise to the time series and weaken any deformation signal.
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Interestingly, some pairs with long-baselines (approaching c. 1300m) were retained

as they had short temporal separations and coherence was maintained. These pairs

would have been excluded with a simple baseline threshold as most interferograms

would not have maintained coherence over that distance.

Filtering

GMTSAR uses an adaptive Goldstein-Werner filter and a Gaussian filter to remove

phase noise, as described in Section 2.3. The amplitudes of both images, the real

and imaginary components of phase, filter strength (α) and patch sizes are required.

The default values for filter strength of α = 0.5 and patch size of 32×32 pixels were

used in processing. Each patch was set to overlap the adjacent ones in the azimuth

and range directions. Filter testing completed showed that the ideal Gaussian filter

length given the noise level in the ALOS1 dataset was 400m [Figure 3.11]. Shorter-

wavelengths resulted in increased unwrapping errors correlated with regions of poor

coherence and data gaps. Longer-wavelength filters did not improve the phase signal

but reduced the spatial resolution. When geo-coding the final image, the pixel size

is reduced to one-quarter of the wavelength of the spatial Gaussian filter, so filter

selection determines the final spatial resolution of the data. The application of

a 400m Gaussian filter reduced the unwrapping errors introduced by noise and

did not degrade the resolution of the image unacceptably. Figure 3.11 (bottom)

shows the difference between the original wrapped phase and 400m filtered phase,

to determine whether any of the deformation signal was removed in the filtering

process. We find that some of the deformation signal is removed (faint fringes in

Figure 3.11 bottom right), this is likely removed during Goldstein-Werner filtering

in the frequency domain.

Unwrapping Interferograms

Unwrapping of interferograms was completed by Snaphu as addressed in Section

2.4. Parameters were set to: 1) not allow phase jumps across short distances; 2)
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Figure 3.11: Top: Gaussian filter tests with increasing spatial wavelength. The
filter wavelength varies from 100m to 700m. Longer-wavelength filters (400–700m)
smooth across data gaps and produce interferograms with fewer unwrapping errors.
Shorter-wavelength filters (100–300m) have clear unwrapping errors where there are
steps in the LOS across the scene. NB: Red (positive) indicates motion towards the
satellite and blue (negative) indicates motion away. Bottom: The filtered phase
(middle) was subtracted from the original phase (left) to determine how much of
the deformation signal was being removed in the filtering process (right).
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determine the coherence values of pixels included in the unwrapped solution and; 3)

apply an interpolation prior to unwrapping.

Allowing Phase Jumps

The deformation mode determines the number of phase jumps allowed within the

unwrapped interferogram. A phase jump would be applicable for determining the

displacement after an earthquake, where one side of the fault would have a path

length several wavelengths greater than the other. When unwrapping this image,

the step in phase needs to be preserved in order to capture the surface rupture. Here,

we set this parameter to prohibit phase jumps and to smooth phase jumps across

boundaries, as no surface ruptures, or features causing phase steps, were expected

in this dataset.

Coherence Masking

Pixel selection based on coherence reduced the amount of phase noise in the un-

wrapped interferogram. Lower noise levels, reduced the number of unwrapping

errors and computation time. Two modes of coherence masking were tested: first,

a classic coherence threshold, and second, a uniform coherence mask.

A coherence threshold was tested to determine whether the phase value of

a pixel should be used for the unwrapped solution based on its coherence. Low

coherence pixels often relate to regions of water, vegetation growth or snow cover,

and these regions add noise to the solution. The threshold excludes pixels with

a coherence below the specified threshold. Figure 3.12 shows the speckle effect

from pixels with low coherence. When the threshold is 0.05, the image contains

patches where the reflected signal has caused a speckled effect over water bodies

and mountain tops. At a threshold of 0.3 there is no speckle in the image, but

useful data have been omitted. A threshold of 0.15 still retains some speckling, but

the spatial coverage of the data is better. Pixels remaining in regions of water were

omitted using a land/water mask.

Network 1 (see Figure 3.9a) was unwrapped using a coherence threshold
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Figure 3.12: Coherence mask testing. (Top) Pixels with a coherence value below a
certain threshold (0.05–0.3) were excluded from unwrapping. (Bottom left) Example
of a uniform coherence mask. (Bottom centre) Stack of interferograms unwrapped
with a pixel coherence threshold of 0.15. (Bottom right) Stack of interferograms
unwrapped with a uniform coherence mask.
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of 0.15. Interferograms with large baseline separations had sizeable regions of low

coherence, this resulted in spatially disconnected phase values, and unwrapping

errors occurred across these data gaps. Additionally, if a pixel was not present

in every interferogram, this pixel was dropped when stacking. Figure 3.12 (bottom

centre) shows the few pixels that were coherent through time with a spatial coherence

threshold of 0.15. Only pixels along the coast with consistently high coherence were

retained in the final stack.

To improve the number of available pixels for stacking and time series anal-

ysis, a uniform coherence mask was applied. The coherence mask was generated by

stacking the coherence grids from all interferograms, and then pixels with coherence

below 0.09 were removed [Figure 3.12 (bottom left)]. This uniform coherence mask

was applied to all wrapped interferograms so that each unwrapped interferogram had

exactly the same pixels present. Through the application of a uniform coherence

mask, interferograms with relatively higher coherence had viable pixels excluded

and interferograms with relatively low coherence had noisy pixels included. The

introduction of these noisy pixels was the trade-off for having an adequate number

of temporally coherent pixels for time series analysis [Figure 3.12 (bottom right)].

Interpolation Method

Unwrapping errors were pervasive when no interpolation was applied prior to un-

wrapping [Figure A6]. The quantity and spatial extent of the unwrapping errors

made manual correction untenable for the full dataset of 96 interferograms (Net-

work 3). When unwrapping interferograms from both ALOS1 and Sentinel 1A/B

without interpolation, there were some interferograms which took days to unwrap

and were eventually abandoned. These particular frames were characterised by large

data gaps and the inclusion of noisy pixels, resulting from large regions of poor coher-

ence inland along mountain ranges where the highest levels of rainfall are recorded

[Figure 3.3].

The nearest neighbour interpolation method from Shanker and Zebker (2009)

was implemented with Snaphu to reduce processing time, reduce unwrapping errors
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and allow for unwrapping across regions of low coherence (as explained in Section

2.4). Applying the interpolation meant that noisy pixels with low coherence could

be unwrapped, and unwrapping errors across data gaps were reduced. With the

application of interpolation, all ALOS1 interferograms could be unwrapped and a

higher proportion of Sentinel 1A/B interferograms were completed. ALOS2 gener-

ally had high coherence and fewer unwrapping errors so the implementation of the

interpolation made little difference to the result. The pre-unwrapping interpolation

reduced processing time by up to a factor of ten for ALOS1 data. For track 348,

frame 6260, the coherence was higher along the coast and around rocky outcropping

mountain tops [Figure 3.13 (left)]. High-coherence regions are likely to have been

sampled more frequently, have fewer interpolated values and be an accurate repre-

sentation of the deformation field. In regions with poor coherence, fewer ‘real’ data

points exist, more values were interpolated and the deformation field may have been

under-sampled or biased by the noisy phase values.

The best results were achieved when a uniform mask was applied to all

interferograms, the unwrapping coherence threshold set to 0.001 and the nearest

neighbour interpolation method of Snaphu was applied. All remaining pixels were

forced to be unwrapped. For the most part, unwrapping errors occurred in small

isolated pockets in which coherence was particularly poor. Mostly unwrapping across

data gaps from fjords and other water bodies was completed correctly without error.

For interpolated unwrapped images, the application of a coherence threshold or

uniform coherence mask produced deformation fields with the same amplitude and

spatial distribution. Data with the uniform coherence mask applied, included more

noisy pixels, but resulted in the same deformation field and maintained an adequate

number of pixels for time series analysis.

Noise Corrections

Figure 3.14 presents examples of the ionosphere and orbital noise in ALOS1 and

ALOS2 interferograms, and atmospheric noise in Sentinel 1A/B. A strong deforma-

tion gradient is present across ALOS1 and ALOS2, and a scaly texture appears in
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Figure 3.13: Interferograms unwrapped without interpolation (centre) and with in-
terpolation (right). Coherence plot (left) shows the regions with higher coherence
exist along the coast and lowest on the mountain tops parallel to the coast. These
SAR images have a baseline separation of 645m and temporal separation of 2.55
years. Note the unwrapping errors (centre). The colour in the top right corner
jumps from yellow to blue over a fjord, indicating a step from c. –7.5 to c. 3 radians
of LOS displacement. As we know there was no surface rupture during the epoch
of the interferogram, this step must be an unwrapping error. A similar feature can
also be seen in the bottom left corner. In the interpolated image (right) this step
does not exist and the phase gradient is continuous across the whole image.

the Sentinel 1A/B example. The ramp in ALOS1 and ALOS2 is attributed to a

combination of long wavelength ionosphere noise and residual orbital errors. The

atmospheric noise in Sentinel 1A/B is attributed to lenses of variable air pressure

and water vapour content, causing localised propagation delays, as seen in Figure

3.14.

Long-Wavelength

Interferograms were detrended to remove the long wavelength noise (as described

in Section 2.4). As the system was under-determined, a least squares solution was

used to solve for the set of linear parameters which described the linear ramp, where

the azimuth and range gradients were calculated. The calculated ramp was then

subtracted from the data and the process repeated for each unwrapped interferogram

[Figure 3.15]. An issue with removing a linear ramp is that if there is deformation

from a large earthquake some distance away (e.g. >50 km), then the deformation

field may approximate a ramp at the scale of the InSAR frame.
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Figure 3.14: Examples of noise from ionosphere (ALOS1: 21 Dec 2006 – 8 Aug 2007,
ALOS2: 25 Nov 2015 – 3 Feb 2016) and atmosphere (Sentinel 1A/B: 3 Feb 2017
– 27 Feb 2017). The epochs of these interferograms do not contain any large scale
tectonic deformation so unwrapped phase change has been attributed to noise in the
data. ALOS1 and ALOS2 interferograms have strong gradients (or linear ramps)
from the bottom right to top left of the frame, indicative of ionosphere noise. The
interferogram from Sentinel 1A/B exhibits a scale-like texture from localised changes
in atmospheric conditions.

Figure 3.15: The linear trend for each interferogram was calculated and subtracted
from the data to produce a detrended interferogram. The calculated linear trend
approximates the residual orbital noise and long-wavelength ionosphere noise in the
unwrapped interferogram so this can be removed from the final solution.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of topography and residual noise field for interferogram
from track 348 frame 6260, 28 June 2009–13 August 2009. The residual noise field
is topographically correlated. Gaps in data represent the ‘shadow’ regions where
due to the steepness of the topography the emitted radar signal does not reach [see
Figure 2.2].

Short-Wavelength

The SRTM 30m DEMwas used to solve for topographically correlated short-wavelength

noise. A linear function with elevation was assumed and a least-squares linear in-

version performed to solve for the best-fitting stratified delay for the observations

(Hamling and Hreinsdóttir, 2016). Figure 3.16 shows the residual deformation field

after detrending and the correction for topographically correlated noise was applied.

short-wavelength topographically correlated noise is still present in the data, this

remaining short-wavelength noise was corrected for by brute stacking.

Stacking was completed by summing all detrended and unwrapped interfer-

ograms and dividing by the cumulative time. This enhanced the SNR by reducing

the contribution from residual noise in the dataset. A linear deformation rate was

produced for the time period of the interferograms. The ideal case would have

been to stack all interferograms before the George Sound earthquake, between the

George Sound and Dusky Sound earthquakes, and after Dusky Sound earthquake

to determine the linear rates between each event and determine the magnitude of

deformation from reactivated slip. However, due to the orbital drift of ALOS1 and

the temporal resolution of the acquisitions, few interferometric pairs were available
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with which to separate out the deformation associated with each event.

Figure 3.17 compares the results from stacking ‘all’, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ inter-

ferograms from the adapted coherence-based selection method of Chaussard et al.

(2015) (see Section 3.3). ‘All’ includes the full set of interferograms from Network

3, ‘Good’ is all interferograms in Network 4 and ‘Bad’ is interferograms from Net-

work 3 which were excluded from Network 4. Figure 3.17 highlights the impact of

pixel coherence and detrending on the magnitude of the stacked deformation signal.

Where low-coherence interferograms were included, the deformation signal centred

on Secretary Island had a lower magnitude and spatial extent. When stacking the

high-coherence and detrended interferograms, the magnitude of the deformation sig-

nal increased from c. 1 radian to > 2 radians [Figure 3.17, middle right]. In all cases,

the speckled texture from short-wavelength noise has been removed from almost all

regions.

3.4 Short Baseline Subset (SBAS) Time Series

The SBAS method of Schmidt and Bürgmann (2003) was used to solve for cumula-

tive LOS displacements and linear velocity for the period 2007 to 2011. The SBAS

method requires all interferograms to be fully connected to the network. As there

are some pairs within Network 4 that did not complete loops, these pairs were re-

dundant and could not be included in the time series inversion. Grids of root mean

square (RMS) values and DEM errors were produced from the SBAS inversion.

Typically this method requires interferograms to be tied to a stable point within the

frame (Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003). From GPS data, we know that the Dusky

Sound earthquake caused displacements across all InSAR frames. Consequently,

there were no stable points in any frame for the interferograms to be tied to. If

there had been a cGPS station in each of the frames, those data could have been

used to tie interferograms and produce an absolute time series of deformation.

The atmosphere correction method of Tymofyeyeva and Fialko (2015) was

tested on the dataset during SBAS time series analysis. This correction method
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Figure 3.17: Stack of ‘all’ interferograms (96), ‘good’ interferograms which were
above the coherence threshold (36), and ‘bad’ interferograms which were below the
coherence threshold (60). The coherence, unwrapped and detrended unwrapped
interferograms have been stacked for each group. The stack of ‘good’ interferograms
has greatly improved coherence, and includes the highest magnitude deformation
signal around Secretary Island. NB: The colour palette has been clipped to values
in the ‘good’ ‘detrended’ stack.
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yielded unsatisfactory results as the algorithm assumes that the residual signal after

completing the circle test is from atmospheric contribution alone rather from than

tectonic signals and so smooths the residual through time. The application of this

temporal smoothing factor smeared the co-seismic signal from the Dusky Sound

earthquake throughout the time series.

Figure 3.18 presents the linear velocity maps for the parameter tests com-

pleted. The difference in final velocity indicates how sensitive the final result is

to the tested parameter. We find that noise levels are reduced when all 96 inter-

ferograms from Network 3 were included, when PS pixels are weighted and when

higher-resolution processing is completed. The noise field is most sensitive to the

network of interferograms used, which indicates that the inversion result is more ro-

bust with a greater number of interferograms, irrespective of the coherence values.

The spatial distribution of noise appears to be correlated to regions with low coher-

ence, but not correlated to the long-wavelength deformation signal. We find that

the amplitude of the deformation signal is not altered by the application of these

processing steps (mean velocity value varies by ±1mm/yr between tests). This gives

confidence that we are only improving the noise level without degrading the signal.

3.5 Modelling

We adapted the method of Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) to isolate surface defor-

mation associated with a triggered slip source near to Secretary Island following the

Dusky Sound earthquake. We used geodetic modelling to test whether reactivated

slip on a patch similar to the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake source could result

in a deformation field similar to that observed in interferograms. To achieve this an

accurate model of deformation associated with the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake

was produced, so the associated deformation field could be removed from the ob-

servations. Any residual localised deformation centred on Secretary Island was then

examined for evidence of reactivated slip. The deformation modelling involved four

sequential tasks: 1) forward modelling of potential Secretary Island slip; 2) Bayesian
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3.5. Modelling

Figure 3.18: Comparison of SBAS results. Velocity grids from each parameter test
were subtracted from the ‘control’ velocity grid (top) to calculate the residual (i.e.
the difference between the velocity fields derived with and without weighting for
PS). The residual velocity grids show that the different parameters only improve
the noise level and do not change the amplitude of the long-wavelength signals.
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modelling of the Dusky Sound earthquake; 3) removal of Dusky Sound deformation

from the interferograms and; 4) modelling the residual signal around Secretary Is-

land. The results of the modelling are shown in Chapter 4, and compared with

Beavan et al. (2010) in Chapter 5.

Forward Model of slip below Secretary Island

Forward modelling was completed as a first approximation to compare the hypothe-

sised reactivated slip signal from below Secretary Island to the observed deformation

pattern (step 1). A Secretary Island source was modelled as a single fault plane un-

dergoing uniform slip a homogeneous elastic half-space using the method of Okada

(1985). The fault geometry parameters for the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake ob-

tained by Reyners et al. (2003) were adapted to visually match the observed surface

deformation around Secretary Island, following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake.

The magnitude of slip from the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake was reduced from

a maximum slip of 2.4m to 1.0m to align the magnitude of reactivated slip with

that of Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) at George Sound.

Bayesian Model of Dusky Sound

We next generated a Bayesian statistical model to determine the best-fitting param-

eters for the Dusky Sound earthquake, using posterior probability density functions

(PDFs) calculated with GBIS (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018) (step 2). Dusky Sound

modelling was completed with ALOS1 data from tracks 348, 349 and 639. The

data were collected at different time intervals following the earthquake so contain

increasing amount of post-seismic deformation: track 349 on acquired on 15 July

2009 (the day of the earthquake), track 639 was acquired 8 days after and track

348 acquired 28 days after the Dusky Sound earthquake. The closest cGPS stations

to the study area are those at PYGR and Mavora Lakes (MAVL) which are both

c. 100 km from Secretary Island [Figure 1.1]. A total of 41 cGPS and sGPS sites

were included in the inversion, which provided absolute values of deformation for
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the region south of Hokitika. The cGPS data were acquired on 15 July 2009 and the

sGPS data acquired after the earthquake on 19–21 August 2009. The sGPS dataset

therefore includes some post-seismic deformation signal; without these additional

far-field data, the inversion was found not to converge.

In preparing the InSAR data for modelling, pixels with coherence less than

0.15 were masked and the image was sub-sampled to a pixel size of 100m. Quad-tree

sub-sampling was used to reduce the total number of data points (as described in

Section 2.6). A quad-tree variance threshold was imposed to determine the amount

of variance allowed within one cell. This parameter was varied until the final number

of data points was c. 1000 [Figure 3.19]. The quad-tree sub-sampling algorithm could

not discriminate between short-wavelength noise (i.e from unwrapping errors) and

the deformation signal of interest, as sub-sampling is sensitive to any phase gradients.

This led to over-sampling in noisy regions and under-sampling in low-noise regions.

The interferograms were tied to the GPS co-seismic displacements published

by Beavan et al. (2010). The appropriate look vectors were calculated with the the

incidence (δ) and azimuth (γ) angles:

lookE = − cos(γ)× sin(δ)

lookN = sin(γ)× sin(δ)

lookU = cos(δ)

(3.1)

Each GPS component was multiplied by the equivalent component of the

look vector in order to project the north, east and up GPS measurements into a

LOS displacement vector:

GPSLOS = (GPSE × lookE) + (GPSN × lookN) + (GPSU × lookU) (3.2)

A static shift was then applied, whereby the difference between the LOS vector at

one cGPS station (i.e. PYGR) and the equivalent location (averaged over 300m of

the GPS station location) was subtracted from the whole interferogram.
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Figure 3.19: Quad-tree sampling for Dusky Sound modelling. Track 349, frame 6250
had c. 500,000 pixels, which were sub-sampled with the quad-tree sampling method
to 1006. The density of measurements increases towards the epicentral region as the
phase-gradient steepens.
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Figure 3.20: Variogram for track 639 used to estimate noise. Sill (1.7214x104m2),
Range (25214.92m) and Nugget (3.1907e − 05m) values calculated from the semi-
variogram.

Errors within the interferograms were measured directly in GBIS by cal-

culating the sill, range and nugget values for each frame, and then generating a

semi-variogram (as described in Section 2.8). Noise was assumed to have a Gaus-

sian distribution and to be the same across deforming and non-deforming regions.

Bagnardi and Hooper (2018) recommended that sill, nugget and range values are

calculated over a non-deforming region at least as large as the deformed region

(Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). As the Dusky Sound earthquake caused displace-

ment across all frames, we used the northern most frame along track 639, 100 km

from the epicentre of the Dusky Sound earthquake, to estimate spatial noise [Figure

3.20]. Noise levels for this frame were estimated and applied to the other frames

along the same track acquired on the same days. For tracks 348 and 349, the sill,

nugget and range values were calculated in a region to the southeast of the Dusky

Sound epicentre, where the deformation gradient was lowest. Any residual long-

wavelength noise was solved for as a linear plane during the inversion.

Initial parameters were assigned from seismological modelling of the Dusky

Sound of slip distribution from Fry et al. (2010). As some geological information is

available, such as the surface trace of the plate boundary, a priori bounds can be

placed each source parameter. The bounds of each parameter were varied until a

full spectrum of geologically reasonable parameters were tested and the PDF each

had a Gaussian distribution. The input bounds were limited as follows; length 10-
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Figure 3.21: Example of model parameter
converging over 200,000 iterations. The
values in the ‘burn’ period are disregarded
and those once the value has ‘converged’
are retained in the joint PDF’s.

120 km, width 1–60 km depth to bottom edge of fault plane 10–50 km, dip 0-90°,

strike -180–180°, magnitude of strikeslip -20–20m and magnitude of dipslip -20–

20m and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 was set. The Bayesian model solved for and

removed a constant offset and linear ramp in the InSAR data, and for fault length,

width, depth, dip, strike, location, strike-slip and dip-slip. To assess model results,

convergence plots were visually inspected to check for parameter convergence and

the posterior PDF were inspected to check for Gaussian distribution [Figure 3.21,

4.12a and 4.12b]. The GPS and InSAR data and optimal modelled values were

compared and the residual values calculated. When each parameter converged, the

PDF’s had a Gaussian distribution and the residual values were below 0.2m.

Isolating the Secretary Island Local Deformation Field

We adapted the method of Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) to isolate any deforma-

tion signal near Secretary Island. To isolate deformation signal near George Sound

following the Dusky Sound earthquake, Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) subtracted

the Dusky Sound deformation model of Beavan et al. (2010), solved for and removed

a linear plane and topographically correlated noise. Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016)

applied these corrections to the cumulative displacement field for the nine months

following the Dusky Sound earthquake.

As we do not have GPS data for the period following the Dusky Sound

earthquake, we instead selected an unwrapped interferogram containing the local

deformation signal which aligned with the dates of the sGPS campaign following

the Dusky Sound earthquake. The unwrapped interferogram from this time period
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was shifted to align with the co-seismic offset recorded at site DF4L (method as de-

scribed above). The Dusky Sound model produced in this study was then subtracted

from the GPS aligned interferogram (step 3). The remaining deformation field was

detrended by solving for the best-fitting linear plane and the short-wavelength, to-

pographically correlated noise, was removed. The location of the Secretary Island

deformation model was shifted laterally by trial and error through fault locations

along strike and updip from the Secretary Island epicentre. Once the spatial pattern

of modelled deformation matched that of the deformation field, the amount of slip

was solved (step 4).

Two methods were then applied to determine the magnitude of slip. Our

first approach was to visually match cross-section profiles through the observations

and models. We then increased the modelled slip in the best-fit location, to deter-

mine the magnitude of the slip given the noise level of the data. This was repeated

until the modelled surface deformation visually matched that of the observations,

i.e. when the shape of the modelled profile matched that of the observations. Our

second approach used a least-squares linear inversion to determine the best-fit mag-

nitude of slip. The resulting slip value was that which produced the lowest misfit

between the observations and the model. This inversion assumed that all fault pa-

rameter were known and the only unknown variable was that of the magnitude of

slip. Histograms of the residual values at each step compared to determine whether

the models improved the fit to the data, introduced signal to the data, or if the

difference was below the standard deviation of the observations.

3.6 Summary

Data from ALOS1 were batched processed as follows. Raw SAR frames were pre-

processed and focused using precise orbit information. The SRTM 30m DEM was

transformed to radar coordinates and the appropriate topographic shift was calcu-

lated. Pixels with persistently high amplitudes were up-weighted and SLC’s were

re-calculated. Many slave images were aligned to a single master, and each pair in
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Network 3 were used to generate interferograms with the topographic and orbital

contribution of phase removed. An adaptive Goldstein-Werner filter and a 400m

Gaussian filter were applied to the wrapped phase to remove short-wavelength noise.

A uniform coherence mask was generated to force the same pixels in each image to

unwrap. The phase of each interferogram was unwrapped with Snaphu interpola-

tion to produce a map of relative ground displacement for the given epoch. Each

unwrapped interferogram was detrended to remove residual long-wavelength noise

from ionosphere delays and residual orbital errors. ALOS2, and co-seismic ALOS1

interferograms were processed with two-pass processing, which only varies from the

process above in that not all frames are aligned to a single master image, pixels were

not weighted, and a coherence threshold of 0.12 was applied prior to unwrapping.

Data from ALOS2 and the ALOS1 images of the co-seismic offset of Dusky

Sound were processed by the two-pass method with the same key steps of SAR

focusing, alignment, interfering, unwrapping and noise corrections [Figure 3.4]. In

the end, processing with Sentinel 1A/B data were abandoned after satisfactory un-

wrapping could not be achieved. Owing to the short wavelength, the coherence

was particularly poor in the vegetated regions, and even with the implementation

of interpolation, not all interferograms could not be unwrapped. Additionally, the

interferograms which could be unwrapped included sizeable local atmosphere delays,

which swamped any tectonic deformation within the frame [Figure 3.14].

Images from ALOS1 (track 348, frame 6260) were stacked and an SBAS in-

version performed to calculate the cumulative displacement at each acquisition date.

Bayesian modelling using a uniform slip, single-fault model was completed to model

and subsequent remove the deformation field from the Dusky Sound earthquake.

Finally, a potential fault source on the plate interface below Secretary Island was

modelled and the amount of required slip determined.

This chapter has described the dataset and sequence of analytic steps used

in this study, the results are presented in the following chapter.
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4 Results

This chapter presents results from Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (In-

SAR) processing, time series analysis and modelling. A network of interferograms

was processed to generate a time series of deformation with the intention of de-

termining whether the rupture patch of the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake was

reactivated by the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake. The localised surface deformation

signal around Secretary Island was then isolated by removing the surface deforma-

tion associated with the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake and detrending the residual.

The remaining local surface deformation was modelled with a local source near to

the 2003 Secretary Island rupture surface. We cannot rule out reactivated slip in

the vicinity of Secretary Island following the Dusky Sound earthquake.

For clarity, InSAR results are presented in line-of-sight (LOS) geometry in

both radians and millimetres. The convention used for presenting InSAR results

is that LOS motion away from the satellite is a positive number in radians and

negative number in millimetres, and, vise versa, LOS motion towards the satellite

is a negative number in radians and a positive number in millimetres. As presented

in this chapter, the Dusky Sound earthquake moved the ground surface south-west

and down, bringing the ground surface closer to the satellite on ascending tracks

(348 and 349), and away from the satellite on descending tracks (639). Throughout

the chapter, we refer to the ‘local deformation signal’, this is the region of motion

away from the satellite which is centred on Secretary Island. This local deformation

signal appeared to move the ground surface away ascending satellites (track 348,

frame 6260): this appears as positive motion in radians and negative motion in

millimetres. In figures, the dates of the interferograms are presented in YYYYDDD,

for the year and the Julian day of the acquisition.
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4.1 Preliminary Investigation

Preliminary investigation shows that there was localised deformation around Secre-

tary Island at the same time as the Dusky Sound earthquake [Figure 4.1]. Figures

4.1 and 4.2 presents interferograms between acquisition before and after the Dusky

Sound and Kaikōura earthquakes. We see the region surrounding Secretary Island

moving away from the satellite during the period including the Dusky Sound earth-

quake 28 June 2009–13 August 2009 [Figure 4.1]. To a smaller degree, this signal

is also present during the period 26 December 2008–10 February 2009 prior to the

Dusky Sound earthquake. This localised deformation has a relative magnitude of

c. 3 radians compared to the surrounding region. For period 16 September 2015–8

November 2017, we did not observe any evidence of localised deformation centred

on Secretary Island, suggesting no triggered slip from a source close to Secretary

Island followed the 2016 Kaikōura earthquake [Figure 4.2 and A5]. As a result of

this finding, no further analysis of data from ALOS2 was completed.

As an initial approach to determine whether spatial extent and magnitude of

deformation observed at Secretary Island, as seen in Figure 4.1, could be generated

by a source similar to the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake we modelled the expected

deformation field [Figure 4.3]. To visually match the pattern of motion away from

the satellite at Secretary Island, the location of the maximum slip was horizontally

shifted [Figure 4.4, left]. We then assess whether the signal of a local slip source

could be resolved given the large regional deformation signal from the Dusky Sound

earthquake, the deformation fields were combined. Displacement from the Dusky

Sound earthquake was modelled using the parameters from Fry et al. (2010), and

this was added to the forward model of a local slip source, as described above [Figure

4.4]. From this, we determined that a small expected signal from reactivated slip,

in the vicinity of the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake, should be resolvable despite

the relatively large surface displacement from the Dusky Sound earthquake.
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Figure 4.1: ALOS1 interferograms: track 348, frame 6260, 25 September 2008–13
February 2010. The region surrounding Secretary Island appears to move away from
the satellite between 28 June 2009–13 August 2009 (2009179–2009225).

Figure 4.2: ALOS2 interferograms: track 106, frame 6270, 16 September 2015–8
November 2017. No deformation is observed during this period
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Figure 4.3: Forward model of 2003 Secretary Island displacement field based on
parameters from Reyners et al. (2003); strike 030°, dip 30°, fault length and width
35 km and 10 km, depth 23 km, slip 2.4m and rake 100°.
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Figure 4.4: (Left) Modelled reactivated slip near Secretary Island. Fault parameters
from Reyners et al. (2003) were adjusted to a maximum slip of 1m, and the location
of maximum slip shifted 10 km west of the 2003 Secretary Island epicentre and the
strike was increased to 35°. (Centre) Displacement from Dusky Sound earthquake
modelled with parameters from Fry et al. (2010). (Right) The two displacements
fields combined.

4.2 Interferograms

The final network of interferograms presented includes 96 images of varying qual-

ities, Figure 4.5 presents a sub-sample. Interferograms with ‘good’ coherence had

a maximum coherence of 0.8–0.9 and median coherence of 0.4–0.5. In contrast,

‘low’ coherence interferograms had a maximum coherence in the range of 0.3–0.4

and a median coherence value of 0.04–0.1. Coherence was not uniform across the

interferograms, for images from track 348, coherence was higher along the coast-

line, and lower inland in the mountainous region of maximum rainfall [Figure 3.3

and A7]. These low coherence regions appear as speckled patches in the wrapped

phase interferograms, despite this, some phase signal could still be extracted from

these regions [Figure A8]. As shown in Figure A6, unwrapping errors were pervasive

through nearly all interferograms, irrespective of coherence, prior to the application

of the nearest-neighbour interpolation during unwrapping. With the application of

the nearest-neighbour interpolation, interferograms with higher coherence had fewer

unwrapping errors than interferograms with low coherence [e.g. Figure A17].
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Chapter 4. Results

The influence of atmosphere and ionosphere noise is clear in wrapped in-

terferograms; tightly spaced deformation fringes appear during periods with no co-

inciding ground deformation [Figure 4.5, top row]. Phase gradient from ionosphere

delays are often observed trending northeast-southwest [Figures A5, A8, A9 A10,

A11 and A12]. Noise attributed to ionosphere delays produced phase gradients of

up to 15 radians or 30mm across a scene. After detrending, this was reduced to the

range of 5 radians (e.g. scene 2007266–2007312 [Figure A14] and 2009179–2009271

[Figure A16]).

Figure 4.6 presents a circle test used to determine the robustness of detrend-

ing and to assess short-wavelength noise in the data. The deformation associated

with the Dusky Sound earthquake and the local deformation signal near Secretary

Island cancelled in the residual plot, indicating that they were accurately repre-

sented in both interferograms. The deformation from the George Sound earthquake

was not captured accurately, as shown by its presence in the residual plot. This

could indicate the presence of an unwrapping error, although no step in phase was

identified, or error associated with removal of a linear plane. The ‘speckled’ noise

inland correlates spatially with where coherence is typically lowest and shows that

short-wavelength noise from low image coherence is still present in the final inter-

ferograms.

Figure 4.7 compares visual detections of the local deformation signal around

Secretary Island detections were deemed ‘unclear’ if there was an unwrapping error

near to Secretary Island or if the noise level was high, and the presence or absence

of the signal could not be determined. The local deformation signal is most often

present in pairs which span both the George Sound and Dusky Sound earthquakes.

The ‘unclear’ detections can be categorised as pairs with long temporal separations,

or pairs with short temporal baselines following the Dusky Sound earthquake. This

method of bracketing the timing of potential deformation revealed a window be-

tween 28 June 2009 and 13 August 2009 that is coincident with the Dusky Sound

earthquake [Figure 4.7]. Additional positive detections of interferograms with short

time spans followed the Dusky Sound earthquake between 29 December 2009–13
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Figure 4.6: Circle test with unwrapped, detrended interferograms to determine the
amount of noise within images. Interferogram A contains deformation from both
the Dusky Sound and George Sound sound earthquakes, B contains only the Dusky
Sound and C contains only the George Sound. The residual (A-B-C) indicates that
the amount of offset from the George Sound earthquake (to the north) was under
or overestimated and does not sum to zero. In contrast, interferogram A and B
both captured the same magnitude of deformation for the Dusky Sound earthquake
and the local deformation around Secretary Island, and these cancel in the residual
plot (right). Along the south-east edge of B and C interferograms, the deformation
is non-zero as would be expected, and in the residual this is compounded. Short-
wavelength ‘speckled’ noise appears inland in interferograms B, C and the residual
where coherence is lowest.
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Figure 4.7: Unwrapped interferograms were visually inspected for the local deforma-
tion signal centred on Secretary Island. Green denotes signal observed, red indicates
signal was not observed, yellow indicates unwrapping errors near Secretary Island
or that the noise level was such the presence of signal could not be determined.

February 2010; and 16 August 2010–1 October 2010. With the full network of 96,

36 interferograms contained evidence of a region of motion away from the satellite

centred around Secretary Island. The local signal was present in interferograms

which spanned the periods of pre-George Sound to post-Dusky Sound, and pre-

Dusky Sound to post-Dusky Sound. The positive and unclear detections following

the Dusky Sound earthquake may indicate the presence of temporally variable slip.

4.3 Time Series

The timeseries in Figure 4.8 presents the incremental displacement at each acquisi-

tion date for track 348, frames 6250 and 6260. From 5 February 2007 to 23 September
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2007 no change in the deformation field was detected. On 8 November 2007, the

relative displacement of 227 ± 7mm towards the satellite, from the Mw 6.7 George

Sound earthquake (16 October 2007) is observed (NB: maximum values in George

Sound epicentral region are clipped in Figure 4.8). On the 8 November 2007, there

is a slight region of relative negative LOS displacement along the north-western

edge of the frame. On the 13 August 2009, displacement from the Mw 7.8 Dusky

Sound earthquake (15 July 2009) is first observed. Relative maximum displacement

of 104 ± 4mm towards the satellite is present the south-west region of the frame.

In the centre of the frame, along the coastline, is the semi-circular region around

Secretary Island (i.e. local deformation signal), which moved a maximum of 87± 4

relatively away from the satellite. The root mean square (RMS) misfit in Figure 4.9,

indicates greater misfit values coeval with the regions with the largest displacements

(i.e. in the north and south of the frame closer).

Cross-sections of the cumulative displacement are presented in Figure 4.9.

Five profiles perpendicular from the plate boundary at 15 km spacing, and one

100 km profile parallel the plate boundary were selected. The motion prior to George

Sound is presented in green, all transects were stable during this period with no mo-

tion above the background noise level observed. The period between George Sound

and Dusky Sound is presented in yellow. Here we see the co-seismic offset from

George Sound to the north along X—X’ and no detectable deformation along the

lines A—A’ to E—E’. The displacement profile along X—X’ shows no detectable

displacement to the south (0–70 km along the profile), while to the north a posi-

tive linear gradient, with displacement increases to a maximum of c. 220mm in the

north.

Following the Dusky Sound earthquake (presented in purple) all profiles

except A—A’ show LOS displacements. X—X’ shows the positive co-seismic offset

from Dusky Sound to the south, motion away from the satellite through the cen-

tre, and positive slip towards the satellite as the profile approaches George Sound

(100 km). Profiles B—B’, C—C’ and D—D’ indicate increasing motion away from

the satellite (negative LOS) westward along the profile, and no detectable motion
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Figure 4.8: Cumulative displacement from 2007–2011. George Sound (16 October
2007) and Dusky Sound (15 July 2009) earthquakes highlighted in the red boxes.
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Figure 4.9: Cross section of cumulative deformation field from 2007–2011. Top
subplot shows total cumulative LOS displacement at 1 Jan 2011 and the locations
of cross-section lines. Bottom subplot, presents RMS values for each pixel in the
timeseries inversion.
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Figure 4.10: Time series showing average displacement of pixels within 1 km of the
selected points. Green site in the southwest corner near to Dusky Sound, Orange
near Secretary Island, purple is near to George Sound in the north. Blue in south-
east corner which is relatively stable. Measurements are presented with the average
RMS value of pixels with 1 km of the specified point. George Sound (GS) and Dusky
Sound (DS) earthquake shown by grey lines.

inland (40–60 km along profile). This negative displacement has a wavelength on

the order of ten’s of kilometres: profile X—X’ shows the downward motion has a

length of 60 km parallel to the plate boundary, and profile D—D’ shows a width of

20 km perpendicular to the plate boundary. The additional positive displacement

after the Dusky Sound earthquake in the north is in agreement with reactivated slip

at George Sound reported by Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016).

Figure 4.10 presents the relative cumulative displacement of selected pixels

located in the north, south, near Secretary Island, and on a relatively stable loca-

tion inland from Secretary Island. The LOS offset from both the George Sound

and Dusky Sound earthquakes clear as steps in the timeseries. Before the George

Sound earthquake, all points are within c. 25mm of each other, this is indicative

of the scatter in the data. The pixel near Secretary Island shows a negative LOS

offset of c. 80mm following the Dusky Sound earthquake, with outlying values on

29 December 2009 (-117mm) and 1 October 2010 (-96mm). Following the Dusky

Sound earthquake, the pixel located near Secretary Island almost mirrors the pixel

in the south near Dusky Sound, with an equal but opposite magnitude of relative
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displacement. After the Dusky Sound earthquake, the pixels in the north and south

of the frame are again within c. 25mm of each other. The variability of the pixel on

Secretary Island after the Dusky Sound earthquake is larger than other pixels, this

variability may reflect slip from a temporally variable local source.

4.4 Dusky Sound Modelling

The co-seismic offset from Dusky Sound was measured using ascending Synthetic

Aperture Radar (SAR) images for the periods 12 January 2009–15 July 2009 and

6 June 2009–13 August 2009, and descending for the period 20 July 2008–23 July

2009. Figure 4.11 presents the wrapped, unwrapped, and LOS displacement inter-

ferograms. These interferograms were not detrended, as a linear plane and static

offset were solved for during modelling. Interferograms along tracks 348 and 349

had moderate coherence, while interferograms along track 639 had relatively good

coherence. The temporal and baseline separations were 184 days and 1037m for

track 349, 363 days and 342m for track 639, and 46 days and 370m for track 348.

Track 349 had unwrapping errors which were manually corrected for in the north

of the frame where fjords and data gaps isolated the data and phase could not be

continuously unwrapped.

Track 349 had a maximum LOS displacement of 682mm towards the satel-

lite located south-east of the Dusky Sound epicentre. Track 639 measured 741mm

LOS displacement away from the satellite, with the maximum displacement coeval

with the location of the Dusky Sound epicentre. This 60mm difference in LOS dis-

placement can be accounted for, in part, by post-seismic deformation; continuous

Global Positioning System (GPS) at Puysegur Point (PYGR) showed post-seismic

deformation of c. 19mm west and c. 30mm south in the first week following the earth-

quake (Beavan et al., 2010). As PYGR is located c. 50 km away from the epicentre,

we expect these values to underestimate the amount of after-slip in the epicentral

region. The spatial deformation patterns for each track were different, with track

639 showing concentric fringes of phase change centred around the Dusky Sound epi-
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(a) 12 Jan 2009–15 Jul 2009, Track 349, Frames 6240 and 6250

(b) 20 Jul 2008–23 Jul 2009, Track 639, Frames 4530, 4540 and 4550
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(c) 6 Jun 2009–13 Aug 2009, Track 348, Frames 6240, 6250 and 6260

Figure 4.11: Interferogram of the Dusky Sound earthquake used for modelling.
Filtered wrapped phase (left), unwrapped phase (middle) and LOS displacement
(right). Focal mechanism indicate location of 2003 Secretary Island and 2009 Dusky
Sound earthquakes.

centre, and tracks 348 and 349 showing a broader asymmetric pattern, with fringes

of phase change forming U shapes away from the epicentre. The differences in the

deformation patterns are likely due to long-wavelength ionosphere noise and the

different observation geometries.

Table 4.1 presents the results test inversions for each individual track with

GPS, and the final inversion with interferograms from tracks 349 and 639 and GPS

data. Earlier inversions were completed using only InSAR data, however, these

models did not converge. Although spatially sparse and acquired after the Dusky

Sound earthquake, the GPS data provided bounding values for the InSAR, which

stabilised the inversion, and allowed the fault parameters to converge during the

inversion. The GPS data constrained the far-field deformation beyond the InSAR

coverage and provided absolute measurements for the near-field deformation.
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Source InSAR +GPS InSAR +GPS InSAR +GPS GPS Final Model: InSAR + GPS
parameter Track 349 Track 639 Track 348 Track 349 + 639

Direction Ascending Descending Ascending Ascending + Descending
Time Period 12/01/09–15/07/09 20/07/08–23/07/09 28/06/09–13/08/09 sGPS 21/08/09

Coseis. + 2 hours Coseis.+ 8 days post-seis. Coseis.+ 29 days post-seis. Coseis.+ 37 days post–seis.

Length (m) 60,362[59,923\61,220] 59,525[58,803\59,943] 60,264[59,306\60,747] 60,387[59,693\61,143] 59,858[59,087\60,602]
Width (m) 54,891[52,339\55,184] 55,194[53,994\56,052] 53,900[48,656\54,910] 49,989[39,613\49,993] 55,319[31,625\55,780]
Depth (m) 31,895[31,356\32,272] 29,627[29,285\30,047] 31,468[30,686\31,849] 31,241[30,022\31,735] 30,277[28,607\30,506]
Dip 35.5[35.0\36.6] 32.4[32.0\33.3] 35.7[34.8\36.8] 36.4[35.8\39.2] 33.1[32.7\42.4]
Strike 24.5[23.5\25.4] 17.0[16.0\17.9] 24.2[22.6\24.8] 23.9[22.8\25.1] 18.0[16.3\21.3]
X Centre –13,842[–14,760\–13,448] –11,614[–12,391\–11,259] –13,463[–14,738\–12,711] –14,607[–18,421\–14,051] –13,056[–23,432\–12,463]
Y Centre –31,130[–31,590\–30,517] –27,493[–28,035\–26,916] –30,897[–31,267\–29,803] –30,439[–31,038\–28,907] –28,237[–28,469\–26,678]
Strikeslip (m) –3.68[–3.79\–3.63] –3.18[–3.27\–3.12] –3.65[–3.83\–3.57] –3.85[–4.64\–3.77] –3.34[–5.78\–3.27]
Dipslip (m) 2.27[2.19\2.42] 2.94[2.88\3.05] 2.33[2.25\2.67] 2.51[2.38\3.28] 2.87[2.85\4.53]

Max. Slip (m) 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.25 4.41
Moment (Nm) 4.3×1020 4.27×1020 4.22×1020 4.29×1020 4.38×1020
Moment Magnitude Mw 7.70 Mw 7.69 Mw 7.69 Mw 7.69 Mw 7.70

Beavan et al. (2010)
Maximum slip (m) 4.8 5.0
Moment (Nm) 3.99 ×1020 4.52×1020
Moment Magnitude Mw 7.70 Mw 7.74

Table 4.1: Inversion Results and Comparison of model input values and output values. Reported is optimal posterior probability solution,
2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of model parameters. X centre and Y centre refer to the location of the centre of the fault plane, as offset from the
epicentre of the Dusky Sound earthquake. All models ran for 1,000,000 iterations, the first 200,000 iterations were disregarded. Maximum
slip and moment magnitudes calculated with the optimal values. Comparison of moment magnitude of Beavan et al. (2010) were made for
inversions with data from the same time period, however Beavan et al. (2010) included all InSAR tracks and weighted them appropriately
for the time period.95
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The optimal values for fault length across all tests were within 1 km of

each other and within the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the final model. Optimal

values for fault width varied by 6 km, depth by 2 km and dip by 3°. The ascending

interferograms and the GPS had a strike of c. 24°, while the descending track had

a strike of 17°. All tests placed the centre of the fault 29–33 km southwest of the

epicentre. The magnitude of slip for all InSAR and GPS inversions was 4.33m with

the contributions of strikeslip and dipslip motion varying slightly. The GPS only

inversion had slightly less slip of 4.25m. As the fault geometries and amount of slip

were similar between the tests, the moment magnitude was only varied by 0.01. The

result that each of the tests produced the same amount of slip was unexpected as

GPS from Beavan et al. (2010) indicated post-seismic deformation, and there was a

difference in the GPS aligned interferograms, as presented above. We suggest that

the results from tests were similar due to the high number of model iterations and

that a linear plane and static offset was simultaneously solved for.

As the modelling of the Dusky Sound earthquake was for the purpose of

removing the co-seismic signal and observing the post-seismic signal, the final model

was generated by simultaneously inverting tracks 349, 639 and the GPS data. One

million iterations of the model were performed and the fault parameters converge

after 200,000 iterations [Figure 4.12a]. probability density functions (PDFs)’s were

calculated from model results after the fault parameters began to converge [Figure

4.12b]. All parameters had uni-model distributions, with fault width slightly skewed

to the lower values, and strike-slip and dip-slip skewed to the higher values. The

joint probabilities were compared to identify relationships between fault parameters

in the inversion [Figure 4.13]. The final model produced a fault with length and

width of 60×55 km, and depth to the bottom edge of the fault at 30 km. The fault

strikes 18°and dips 33°to the southeast, with the centre of the fault located 29 km

southwest of the Dusky Sound epicentre. The modelled fault had a uniform slip of

4.4m, producing a moment magnitude of Mw 7.7.

The observed, modelled and residual deformation fields are presented in

Figure 4.14. The model fits track 349 better in the near-field and track 639 better
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in the far-field. Track 639 has misfit of greater than 0.1m in the near-field, while

track 349 has a similar magnitude of misfit in the southern portion of the track

(frame 6240) [Figure 4.14]. The horizontal displacements from GPS have a similar

misfit as track 639, with the modelled and observed values diverging with increasing

proximity to the Dusky Sound epicentre [Figure 4.15]. The lack of near-field fit is

attributed to an oversimplification of the source geometry of the earthquake. The

residual from track 349 also has topographically correlated residuals. This is a result

of a lower coherence threshold being applied so noisy pixels were not masked before

the removal of the model. These results will be compared with those of Beavan et al.

(2010) in Chapter 5.

4.5 Isolating Local Deformation Source

To isolate the local deformation signal centred on Secretary Island, the Dusky Sound

model was subtracted from the observations, and the residual data were detrended

[Figure 4.16]. To determine whether the rupture patch of the 2003 Secretary Island

earthquake was reactivated by the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake, or a similar source

nearby, local source models were fitted to the residual local deformation field. The

results were then examined to see if removal of a local source model improved the

solution, and what the threshold of resolvable slip is given the noise level of the

data. Figure 4.16 provides a summary of each step in isolating and modelling the

location deformation signal.

As Figure 4.7 indicated, the temporal window for reactivated slip coincided

with the Dusky Sound earthquake, hence we use the interferogram spanning the

period 28 June 2009–13 August 2009, from track 348, frame 6260, to isolate the

local deformation source. The interferogram was tied to the GPS co-seismic offset

value of site DF4L located southwest of Secretary Island [Figure 4.16, top left]. The

Dusky Sound model, as described above, was subtracted from the data producing

‘Residual 1’ (top row of Figure 4.16). The Dusky Sound model has a clear north–

south, deformation gradient and when detrended the residual has a strong south–
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(a) Convergence plots for each model parameter

(b) Posterior probability distribution functions for final model

Figure 4.12: Convergence and PDF plots for final model parameters. For both plot,
frequency is on the x-axis and the fault parameter is on the y-axis. Red lines in (b)
represent the maximum a posteriori probability solution.
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Figure 4.13: Joint Probabilities for Dusky Sound earthquake. Final model with
InSAR (tracks 349 and 639) and GPS. This plot highlights the parameters which are
not independent of each other. As fault width increasing the dip becomes shallower,
as the depth increasing the strike increases and the fault centre moves south-west.
As the fault centre moved west the amount of strikeslip increased, and as the fault
centre moved south the amount of dipslip increased.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of observed, modelled and residual data for the uniform
slip model of the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake. The near-field deformation in track
639 (bottom) is not well fitted, with greater than 0.1m of misfit west of the Dusky
Sound epicentre. Track 348 (top and middle) is fitted well in the near-field but data
in the north and south of the track do not fit as well. Figures are plotted relative
to a local origin at the Dusky Sound epicentre.
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Figure 4.15: Data and Model of GPS horizontal displacement. Similar to the results
of the InSAR derived deformation field, the modelled horizontal velocity do not fit
as well in the epicentral region.

north gradient (Residual 1).

The trend of Residual 1 was calculated and removed, producing ‘Residual 2’

(middle row of Figure 4.16). A correction was also made to remove topographically

correlated noise to reduce the scatter in the data. The deformation pattern of

Residual 2 includes positive LOS displacement (towards the satellite) in the south,

indicating not all deformation associated with the Dusky Sound earthquake was

removed. As the interferogram was only tied to an absolute reference frame with

one GPS point, we attribute this residual Dusky Sound deformation signal to miss

alignment. The negative LOS displacement (away from the satellite) is still observed

in the vicinity of the Secretary Island, however, the spatial extent is reduced.

We then assume a local source model with parameters similar to the 2003

Secretary Island earthquake and test the fault location and amount of slip, to de-

termine the best local source model to fit Residual 2. Figure 4.17 presents results

of different fault locations along strike and updip (left), and increasing amounts

of slip (right), and compares them to profiles of LOS displacement from Residual

2. A maximum LOS displacement of –25mm, after detrending and noise correc-

tions, was present along profile C–C’ [Figure 4.17].The centre of the fault plane was
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first modelled at the Secretary Island epicentre, it was then shifted northeast and

southwest along strike. Next, the fault centre was then shifted by trial and error to

match the general pattern of negative LOS displacement in Figure 4.16 ‘Residual

2’. The fault centre was shifted 7 km west and 14 km north of the Secretary Island

epicentre, placing the deformation further updip of the Secretary Island epicentre.

The amount of slip was then varied from 1m–3m to match the shape of the residual

deformation field (Figure 4.17, right). From this simplistic assessment, if the fault

source is approximated well by the 2003 Secretary Island source parameters then

we suggest that the centre of slip occurred northwest of the epicentre and had a

maximum amount of slip in the range of 2–3m (best shown in Figure 4.17, right

profile C–C’).

A linear-inversion was performed to independently solve for the amount of

slip which best fitted the ‘Residual 2’ deformation field. The local source model,

which fitted the pattern of negative LOS displacement (located 7 km west and 14 km

north of the 2003 Secretary Island epicentre) was used (purple line Figure 4.17).

The linear-inversion suggested 0.4m of slip was the best fit for the data. This is

significantly lower than the values modelled by visually inspecting the displacement

profiles. As the linear inversion was solving for the best fit for the whole frame, and

the test described above was only fitting a line, this difference is expected. From

visual inspection, we can see that although the model centred northwest of the

epicentre matches the region of negative LOS displacement in the selected profiles,

it does not accurately represent the whole deformation field (bottom row of Figure

4.16).

To determine whether fitting a local source modelled improved the fit of the

data, we remove the local deformation model (as described above with 7 km west

and 14 km north epicentre and 0.4m of slip) from Residual 2 to produce ‘Residual 3’

(bottom row of Figure 4.16). Figure 4.18 presents histograms of residual values from

Figure 4.16. Observed values (‘Data’) are centred on 145mm and have a standard

deviation of 30mm. The values of Residual 1 have a range of c. 430mm which is seen

in Figure 4.18 as a low broad distribution with a median value of 22mm. Residual
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2 is centred around zero (median 0.5mm) and has a standard deviation of 14mm.

Residual 3 has a median value of -0.3mm with a standard deviation of 14mm (the

same standard deviation as Residual 2). Figure 4.18 shows that the removal of the

Dusky Sound model and Residual 1 trend removes the majority of the deformation

signal. The difference between Residual 2 and Residual 3 is below the level of noise

in the data. We can not determine from Figure 4.18 if the inclusion of the local

source model is a better representation of the deformation field in Residual 2.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented results from our preliminary investigation, a sub-

set of interferograms, timeseries analysis, models of the Dusky Sound earthquake

deformation and our attempt to model a local deformation source. Our initial in-

vestigations showed motion away from the satellite in the same epoch as the Dusky

Sound earthquake, and no deformation centred on Secretary Island for the period

2015–2017, ruling out reactivated slip after the 2016 Kaikōura earthquakes [Figures

4.1 and 4.2]. To examine the local deformation signal further, we generated 96 inter-

ferograms of which we presented a subset [Figure 4.5]. These were used to produce a

timeseries of cumulative displacement [Figure 4.8]. No localised deformation signal

was observed following the 2007 George Sound earthquake, so reactivation following

that event was ruled out [Figure 4.9]. The region near Secretary Island was rela-

tively displaced c. 80mm away from the satellite after the Dusky Sound earthquake

[Figure 4.10]. To isolate this local deformation signal, we modelled the Dusky Sound

earthquake [Figure 4.14], and remove this from an interferogram spanning 28 June

2009–13 August 2009 [Figure 4.16]. The residual data were detrended and topo-

graphically correlated noise was removed. A local source modelled was tested by

adjusting the parameters of the 2003 Secretary Island source model [Figure 4.17], the

best fitting fault location was northwest of the Secretary Island epicentre inferring

an updip location. When examining histograms of the residual deformation field,

we cannot determine if including a local source model improves the fit of the data
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Figure 4.16: Isolating Secretary Island deformation signal. The observation (Data)
had the Dusky Sound model removed producing ‘Residual 1’ (row one), ‘Residual 1’
was then detrended producing ‘Residual 2’ (row 2) and finally a local slip model was
subtracted from ‘Residual 2’ producing ‘Residual 3’. The local source has the slip
parameters of 2003 Secretary Island earthquake however the location of maximum
slip was shifted 7 km west and 14 km north, and the maximum slip was set to 1m.
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Figure 4.17: Cross-sections comparing residual displacement field and Secretary
Island models. The centre of the fault plane was modelled at the 2003 Secretary
Island epicentre (blue line), northeast along strike (red line) and southwest along
strike (green). The pattern of motion away from the satellite was then match visually
by placing the centre of the fault northwest (purple). The amount of slip was then
varied to match the shape of the deformation profile (right). Slip was increased from
1.5m (yellow) to 3m (red). Maximum LOS displacement of –25mm was recorded
along C–C’
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Figure 4.18: Histograms at each step of isolating the local deformation signal. Resid-
ual 1 is the observed (Data) minus the Dusky Sound model, Residual 2 is the data
minus the Dusky Sound model and the trend and Residual 3 is the data minus the
Dusky Sound model, the trend and a local deformation source. Refer to Figure 4.16.

[Figure 4.18]. From this analysis, we cannot rule out the presence of reactivated slip

near Secretary Island following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake.
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The previous chapter presented results from Interferometric Synthetic Aperture

Radar (InSAR) processing for the purpose of identifying if there was a surface de-

formation signal associated with a region of reactivated slip centred on Secretary

Island. In this chapter, we first discuss the limitations inherent in the dataset, how

well different sources of error were mitigated during processing, and uncertainty in-

troduced by processing methods. Second we, examine the magnitude of detectable

slip given the observational geometry and the noise level of the data. The results

presented in Chapter 4 are then discussed with specific reference to the constraints

on timing, the magnitude of crustal movement and the spatial scale over which any

deformation occurred. Our findings are compared to the post-Dusky Sound Global

Positioning System (GPS) velocity field and newly identified regions of tremor in

Fiordland. This chapter concludes with a comparison of these results to the triggered

slip reported at George Sound and suggestions for future research.

5.1 Limitations of the Dataset

The inherent limits of the InSAR technique are surface preservation (i.e. changes to

scattering properties of the surface causing decorrelation), phase gradient (i.e. phase

changes which have a gradient steeper than one fringe change per pixel) and phase

ambiguity (two-way path length 2πn, where n is unknown) (Massonnet and Feigl,

1998). As addressed in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, temporal decorrelation due to changes

in the scattering properties of the ground surface are expected when such coherence

was observed in this study [Figure A7]. The lack of coherence in regions with

variable snowfall provided challenges in phase extraction. This was overcome to a
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certain extent through the application of a uniform coherence mask and the forced

unwrapping of remaining pixels (as described in Section 3.3). Extracting phase

from regions with low coherence produced an overall increase in short-wavelength

noise. Steep phase gradients from tectonic sources did not affect the result as no

surface ruptures, or other feature causing steep phase changes over distances smaller

than one pixel were expected in the dataset. The application of pre-unwrapping

interpolation mitigated the effects of unwrapping errors due to phase ambiguity

(Section 3.3).

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) acquisition parameters add further limita-

tions including temporal (frequency of acquisitions), spatial (ground surface extent

and pixel resolution) and orbital (platform drift). In this study, the frequency of

SAR acquisitions determined whether a deformation signal associated with triggered

slip could be temporally constrained to immediately before, or after, an earthquake.

For track 348, acquisitions bracketing the George Sound earthquake were made 23

days before and 26 days after the earthquake, and for the Dusky Sound earthquake,

bracketing acquisitions were made 17 days before and 29 days after. This meant

that any detected slip could only be temporally constrained to within a c. 50 day

window in each case. By contrast, for the purpose of modelling the Dusky Sound

earthquake co- and post-seismic deformation the timing of acquisitions provided

adequate coverage.

Our ability to quantify noise levels and detrend the data were limited by

the spatial extent of the available SAR frames. The detrended data were biased

by the surface deformation within the frames and introduced errors at the edges

of the frames [Figure 4.6]. When calculating the linear-ramp for track 348, frame

6260, approximately one-third of the fame was dominated by the local deformation

field surrounding Secretary Island. These errors associated with detrending were

propagated into time series analysis and could be seen along the southwest edge of

the frame [Figure 4.8]. The spatial resolution of the data were reduced to one-quarter

of the Gaussian filter wavelength (400m), producing a 100m horizontal ground

resolution (as in Section 3.3). For the purpose of investigating a deformation signal
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with a surface expression on the order of tens of kilometres, this pixel resolution was

adequate.

One of the largest limitations for producing high coherence interferograms

was the accuracy of the ALOS1 repeat orbit trajectories. As shown in Figures 2.3

and 4.7, many pairs with long temporal baselines were formed as the orbital drift of

ALOS1 prohibited short temporal pairs. The low coherence in many images arose

from the long temporal separations, which averaged 539 days (1.47 years). The lack

of pairs with short-temporal baselines also limited our ability to discriminate when

reactivated slip could have occurred. Of the 96 interferograms, 52 spanned intervals

longer than 1 year, 50 spanned the Dusky Sound earthquake and 42 spanned both

the George Sound and Dusky Sound earthquakes. As the majority of interferograms

included deformation from the George Sound and Dusky Sound earthquakes, small-

scale displacements were overwhelmed by relatively large displacements occurring

within the duration of the interferogram.

Location-specific limitations restricted continuous sample-spacing, forming

data gaps and under-sampling of phase. The steep topography in Fiordland resulted

in shadow regions that the radar signal could not reach [Figure 3.16]. Water bodies

and seasonal snow restricted regular sample-spacing. These features caused phase

discontinuities, which when unwrapped were expressed at steps in line-of-sight (LOS)

displacement. With the implementation of the pre-unwrapping interpolation, could

be addressed, improving the final results (see Figures A13, A14, A15, A16 and

A17). For future InSAR processing in New Zealand, we recommend the use of

pre-unwrapping interpolation to improve computation time and reduce unwrapping

errors in adverse conditions.

5.2 Uncertainty Introduced from Methodology

The method used to isolate the local deformation centred on Secretary Island fol-

lowing the Dusky Sound earthquake has a number of sources of uncertainty which

are outlined below.
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1. A static shift was performed to tie the InSAR- and GPS-derived co-seismic

deformation fields (Section 3.5). As track 348, frame 6260 contains no con-

tinuous GPS stations and the campaign GPS sites coincided with regions of

low coherence, only measurements from one site (DF4L) were applicable. The

uncertainty of the co-seismic displacement measurement at DF4L was 4mm

east, 5mm north and 12mm vertically (Beavan et al., 2010). When tying

the InSAR-derived deformation field to the GPS site, these uncertainties are

inherited.

2. The Dusky Sound model was derived using a single uniform fault plane which

does not totally account for the near-field deformation [Figure 4.14]. In par-

ticular, this simplified the fault geometry may not accurately represent the

deformation field near to Secretary Island (discussed further in the next sec-

tion).

3. When isolating the Secretary Island signal in 2009 [Figure 4.16], the trend was

only calculated using one frame (track 348, frame 6260), which, as described

above, was dominated by deformation from the Dusky Sound earthquake. The

calculated trend is sensitive to details of the Dusky Sound co-seismic deforma-

tion model subtracted from the data. Any error in the Dusky Sound co-seismic

deformation may add or strip out localised deformation signal if the modelled

doesn’t accurately represent the deformation field [Figure 4.16].

4. We made the assumption that the residual local deformation signal centred on

Secretary Island could be modelled with a source similar to that of the 2003

Secretary Island earthquake, determined with geodetic modelling by Reyners

et al. (2003). Our results are therefore contingent on assumption.

When searching for a deformation signal on the order of tens of millimetres, error

introduced at any one of these four steps will propagate through and may remove

the deformation signal out of the final result.
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5.3 Comparison of Dusky Sound Deformation Model

As described above, our ability to determine whether reactivated slip occurred relies

on the quality of the deformation model removed from the data. We compare our

Dusky Sound co-seismic deformation model results to those of Beavan et al. (2010)

to differences arising from contrasting modelling approaches.

The primary purpose of re-analysing the Dusky Sound deformation model

was to produce a model which accurately removed the deformation associated with

the 2009 earthquake so that the deformation signal associated with a triggered slip

source could be effectively isolated. For this study, accurately representing the far-

field deformation (>40 km) was of greater importance than capturing the near-field

deformation. In contrast, the study by Beavan et al. (2010) addressed in finer detail

the spatial and temporal evolution of the fault geometry and subsequent after-slip

distribution. Using a Bayesian modelling approach, we have completed an extensive

analysis of a simplistic fault model, whereas Beavan et al. (2010) used a kinematically

more complex model but undertook less statistical analysis. In this study, we solved

for 12 parameters, with bounds which did not limit the solution, and iterated the

solution 1,000,000 times. Beavan et al. (2010) fixed the fault location, depth, and size

and then solved for slip on each 5 km grid cell on a 120×50 km fault patch. In both

studies, InSAR data were inverted simultaneously with 27 campaign GPS (sGPS)

and 14 continuous GPS (cGPS) data points. Similar to this study, Beavan et al.

(2010) found that the inclusion of sGPS was required to stabilise the inversion. Both

studies down-sampled interferograms to 100m pixel size and performed quad-tree

sub-sampling; Beavan et al. (2010) reduced the number of data points to 50–450 for

each InSAR image, while this study used c. 1000 for each InSAR frame. Each time

step in this study was solved for using the InSAR data acquired on that day and the

GPS data. Beavan et al. (2010) included InSAR data from all three acquisition dates

in the inversion, but assigned different weights according to the epoch; this meant

that those results included contributions from different observation geometries at

each time step.
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As presented in Table 4.1, the moment magnitudes for the co-seismic and

the combined co-seismic+8 days of post-seismic were similar (± 0.05). Beavan et al.

(2010) concluded that 5–6m of slip occurred on an 80×50 km fault patch, with a

maximum slip at a depth of 30–40 km in the epicentral region, decreasing to 17 km

southwest along strike. Our results indicate 4.4m of slip on a 60×55 km patch

with the depth to the bottom edge of the fault plane 30 km. Both studies placed

the location of maximum slip c. 30 km southwest of the epicentre. We compare the

residuals of the two model in Figure 5.1. Overall, we find that the two models

produce similar results with the model of Beavan et al. (2010) illuminating finer

details of the evolution of after-slip and this study characterising the fault parameters

based on posterior probability density functions (PDFs).

5.4 Magnitude of Detectable Slip

To determine what magnitude of slip is expected to be detectable given the observa-

tion geometry and the noise in the data, we have modelled a hypothetical slip source

and compared the expected east, north, up and LOS deformation fields. Figure 5.2

presents a model of 1m of slip on a pure thrust fault plane in the location of the 2003

Secretary Island earthquake. As the rake of the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake

was 100°((Reyners et al., 2003)), the sense of movement on a reactivated patch is

assumed here also to be predominantly reverse and can be approximated for the

purpose of this comparison as being pure reverse-slip. Figure 5.2 shows horizontal

displacement towards the fault (i.e. westward), with uplift along the upper edge of

the slipping patch and subsidence along the lower edge. Given the ascending and

right-looking observation geometry along track 348, ground motion west, south and

up, moves the surface of the earth closer to the satellite. As Figure 5.2 illustrates,

the modelled westward and downwards motion largely cancel each other out when

observed in the LOS direction. This model suggests that a large amount of uplift

(of the order of c. 120mm for 1m of slip) is generated offshore along the tip of the

blind thrust, which is not able to be measured by InSAR. The onshore portion of the
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of modelling from this study (top) and that of Beavan
et al. (2010) (bottom). The data in Beavan et al. (2010) are a smoothed version
of quad-tree sampling of the original data. We can see that the general pattern of
deformation is similar, however, greater smoothing has been applied to the models
of Beavan et al. (2010). The residual plots indicate that the model from this study
has similar misfit in the near-field, with Beavan et al. (2010) producing misfit on
the order of 50mm in the epicentral region. Our model produces nearly to 100mm
of misfit in the south frame (6240) which is not observed in Beavan et al. (2010).
Other regions of significant misfit in the model of Beavan et al. (2010) correlate to
the regions of low coherence which were excluded in this study.
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Figure 5.2: Tectonic interpretation of a blind thrust source causing surface deforma-
tion near Secretary Island. The portion of the deformation signal observed InSAR,
given the ALOS1, track 348 geometry is limited to the region onshore of westward
motion and subsidence. When viewed in LOS geometry, 1m of slip on the fault
results in motion away from the satellite of c. 5mm.

deformation field, able to be measured using InSAR, only undergoes a small amount

of motion away from the satellite where subsidence at the bottom edge of the fault

plane occurs. For 1m of slip on the fault, the onshore portion of the deformation

field moves down and west, producing a small LOS signal of c. 5mm away from the

satellite. Given the residual scatter in the observations (± 15mm), we determine

that reactivated slip below of 1m cannot be detected with the available dataset

[Figure 3.16 and 4.17].

5.5 Triggered Slip near Secretary Island

The data used in this study do not indicate reactivation of slip on the 2003 Secre-

tary Island rupture patch following either the 2007 George Sound or 2016 Kaikōura

earthquakes [Figures 4.2 and 4.17]. The local deformation signal expected for such

slip, was not detected in ALOS1 data between 21 December 2006 and 26 December

2008 [Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9]. Preliminary analysis of ALOS2 for the period 26
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November 2014 to 26 November 2017 also did not present any evidence for localised

deformation signals near Secretary Island [Figure 4.2].

We did, however, find evidence of a temporal window in which reactivated

slip following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake could have occurred [Figure 4.7]. By

manually eliminating interferograms with and without the local deformation signal

near Secretary Island, we found that slip may have occurred during the period of

28 June 2009 and 13 August 2009 [Figure 4.7]. There is additional evidence for a

local deformation signal in the following periods: 26 December 2008–10 February

2009; 29 December 2009–13 February 2010; and 16 August 2010–1 October 2010

[Figures 4.8 and 4.10]. In each case, there was one interferogram which included a

deformation signal consistent with the Secretary Island area undergoing movement

away from the satellite [Figures 4.7].

The spatial extent of the Secretary Island deformation signal, c. 50 km par-

allel and c. 25 km perpendicular to the coastline, was measured from the cumulative

time series [Figure 4.9]. After removing the Dusky Sound deformation model and

detrending the modelling, the surface extent of deformation was smaller but still

centred near Secretary Island [Figure 4.16]. The maximum recorded subsidence was

c. 25mm, but the residual deformation included topographically-correlated noise

[Figure 3.16].

When fitting a forward model of deformation produced by a source simi-

lar to the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake to the observed deformation field, we

found that slip was required to be centred offshore, northwest of the 2003 Secretary

Island epicentre [Figures 4.17]. The preferred location of triggered slip northwest of

the Secretary Island epicentre may indicate that slip on a shallower portion of the

subduction interface than the 2003 earthquake. Simple forward modelling suggests

that the amount of slip required to produced the observed subsidence is in the range

of 1–3m, corresponding to a moment magnitude in the range of Mw 6.6–6.9. This

amount of slip is of the same order of magnitude as occurred in the 2003 Secre-

tary Island island earthquake which produced 2.4± 0.5m of slip in a Mw 7.2 event

(Reyners et al., 2003).
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Figure 5.3: Fiordland horizontal velocity field following the Dusky Sound earth-
quake, fixed to the Australian Plate reference frame. Data from sGPS and cGPS for
the period 2010 to 2014 processed by Sigrun Hreinsdóttir (pers. comm 2018). Site
DTJ5 located on Secretary Island has a southeast velocity vector that differs from
those of neighbouring sites. Figure adapted from Sigrun Hreinsdóttir (pers. comm
2018)

We can also consider whether triggering of slip could have occurred by tran-

sient stresses from the passage of seismic waves from the Dusky Sound earthquake, or

by static stress changes related to the long term stress field (Freed, 2005). Fry et al.

(2010) noted that the seismic waves from the Dusky Sound earthquake had south-

ward directivity, meaning that radiated seismic energy was preferentially directed

away from Secretary Island. As the slip patch we inferred following the Dusky

Sound earthquake is located northeast of the Dusky Sound epicentre, we suggest

slip is then unlikely to have been triggered by passing seismic energy, similar to the

George Sound case (Hamling and Hreinsdóttir, 2016). However, further analysis is

required to substantiate or disprove this conclusion.
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5.6 Comparison with Independent Observations

The unpublished post-Dusky Sound velocity field for 2010–2014 obtained by Hreins-

dóttir (pers. comm., 2018), indicated that the sGPS site on Secretary Island moved

in a southeast direction, while the remainder of sGPS sites moved southwest [Figure

5.3]. The modelled deformation, assuming a reverse-slip source similar to that of

the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake, suggests northwest motion at DTJ5 that is

not observed in the GPS velocity field [Figures 4.3 and 5.2]. Figure 5.4 presents an

alternative model which agrees with the GPS-derived velocity field, but not with

the InSAR observations. Slip on a dextral strike-slip fault, such as the Alpine Fault,

northeast of the 2003 Secretary Island epicentre produces southeast motion at DTJ5

on Secretary Island. In both reverse-dipslip and dextral-strikeslip models, the mag-

nitude of LOS displacement produced by 1m of slip is on the order of 5–20mm,

which is below the scatter in the observations [Figures 5.2 and 5.4]. To properly

quantify the three-dimensional displacement and timing of slip GPS data must be

used in conjunction with InSAR.

Romanet and Ide (2019) recently reported regions of seismic tremor in

Fiordland during the period 2005–2016. This new catalogue is not likely to be

capturing all tremor in the region, as the seismic station density is sparse (Romanet

and Ide, 2019). Nevertheless, the clusters of tremor were located southeast of the

Secretary Island epicentre toward the head of Doubtful Sound, near the 2007 George

Sound rupture patch and between the heads of George and Caswell Sounds [Figure

5.5]. The occurrence of tremor is an independent line of evidence in support of

aseismic slip in the vicinity of Secretary Island (Rogers and Dragert, 2003). The

tremor cluster near Secretary Island delineates the sharp change in strike of the plate

boundary and steepening of the subducting plate (Eberhart-Phillips and Reyners,

2001, Reyners et al., 2002). The location of tremor to the southeast of the 1989, 1993

and 2003 earthquake ruptures, may indicate the location of tremor and episodic slip

on a deeper portion of the plate interface (Romanet and Ide, 2019).

Three episodes of tremors were detected on 21 April 2009 near Secretary
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Figure 5.4: Alternative tectonic deformation model which agrees with post-Dusky
Sound GPS observations from Sigrun Hreinsdóttir (pers. comm 2018). With this
source model site DTJ5 located on Secretary Island has a southeast. This produces
LOS motion towards the satellite which is not observed in the InSAR measurements.

Island prior to the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake (Romanet and Ide, 2019). Follow-

ing the Dusky Sound earthquake, tremor near Secretary Island was identified on 19

August 2009, 8 February 2010, and 8 November 2010 (Romanet and Ide, 2019). The

tremor on 8 February 2010 corresponds to the potential slip window of 9 December

2009–13 February 2010 inferred from the InSAR analysis with this study, while the

tremor on 8 November 2010 occurs within the 16 August 2010–1 October 2010 slip

window (Figure 4.7). The tremor located near George Sound occurred after the

Dusky Sound earthquake, but not within the period of triggered afterslip identified

by Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016).

5.7 Comparison with Triggered Slip at George Sound

The method we have used to isolate the surface deformation signal from triggered

slip differs from the method of Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) in three key ways:
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Figure 5.5: Recently reported tremor in Fiordland (red dots) (Romanet and Ide,
2019). Yellow box indicates the tremor located near the 1989, 1993 and 2003 earth-
quakes. Black dots are earthquakes Mw >4 and yellow stars Mw >6 between 2005–
2016.

InSAR processing and time series analysis were completed with the Stanford Method

for Persistent Scatterers (StaMPS); the Dusky Sound model of Beavan et al. (2010)

was subtracted from the cumulative displacement for nine months following the

Dusky Sound earthquake; and a distributed slip model was used to estimate the

magnitude of slip. Prior to modelling, noisy pixels were smoothed by down-sampling

pixels within 20 km of the George Sound earthquake to 2 km spacing, and pixels at

greater distances to 5 km spacing. The same corrections, for removal of linear trends

and topographically correlated noise, were applied in this study, but, the corrections

of Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) were made to each image in the time series,

rather than to individual interferograms. Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) also

used sGPS and cGPS data, beyond those published by Beavan et al. (2010).

The reactivated slip results of Hamling and Hreinsdóttir (2016) showed

surface deformation with a maximum amplitude of c. 100mm towards the satellite,

with a lateral extent of 20–25 km along strike. The maximum magnitude of the

detected slip in this study, after detrending and noise corrections, was c. 25mm, and

the lateral extent was c. 50 km along strike, and c. 25 km perpendicular to strike. As

shown in Figure 5.6 of Fry et al. (2010), the rupture location estimated from the

aftershock distribution of the George Sound earthquake was smaller than that of

the Secretary Island earthquake. Therefore it follows, that the patch reactivated
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near George Sound may also be smaller and generate a deformation pattern with

a smaller spatial extent. As the assumed rakes only differ by 10°, we expect that

the surface deformation from reactivated slip on the George Sound and Secretary

Island rupture planes would have similar spatial distribution. Figure 5.2 indicates

that the equivalent motion towards the satellite observed at George Sound would

have occurred offshore in the theoretical reverse-dipslip model of slip near Secretary

Island.

5.8 Future Research

This study reinforces the need for increased density of ground-based measurements

in the southwest of the South Island. Both the GPS dataset and the tremor cata-

logues were compromised by the constraints of a sparse network and the infrequent

measurements of sGPS sites. To estimate long-term and incremental deformation

with InSAR it would be benefial to integrate sGPS data (which is yet to be pub-

lished) into a three-dimensional deformation field. In New Zealand, the national

sGPS network is occupied approximately once every eight years (Beavan et al.,

2016), which Beavan et al. (2010) noted is not often enough to accurately measure

co-seismic displacements. As in the case of the Dusky Sound earthquake displace-

ment, multiple earthquakes had occurred since the previous sGPS occupation, and

the accumulated co-seismic displacements from previous earthquakes, at some sites,

had to be estimated before the Dusky Sound offset could be determined (Beavan

et al., 2010). These ground-based measurements are vital for the full utilisation of

satellite-based observations of deformation, and more frequent occupation of sGPS

sites, and seamless data availability would provide the opportunity to better con-

strain surface deformation in New Zealand.

As we cannot rule out the presence of triggered slip, future analysis is re-

quired to determine why reactivation George Sound occurred following the Dusky

Sound earthquake, and why it was not clearly observed in this study in the vicinity

of Secretary Island. As the George Sound earthquake happened more recently one
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Figure 5.6: Figure from Fry et al. (2010) overlaid with the tremor catalogue of
Romanet and Ide (2019). Tremor on 21 April 2009 (prior to the 2009 Dusky Sound
earthquake) is plotted as orange circles, between the Dusky Sound earthquake and
2011 is plotted in yellow, and all other tremor events plotted in blue. Generally,
tremor is located in three clusters 1) inland from 2003 Secretary Island rupture 2)
inland from 2007 George Sound rupture and 3) between the two previously listed
clusters. The predicted rupture patches based on 3 months of aftershocks for each
earthquake are shaded in pink.
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possibility is that the rupture surface of the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake had

healed before the Dusky Sound earthquake, but not that of the 2007 George Sound

rupture. An alternative interpretation is that past events reduced the stress on the

Secretary Island section of the plate interface so that it was not optimally loaded

to slip again. We suggest a further detailed analysis of the three-dimensional de-

formation field is required to constrain surface deformation so that future research

can address the interactions between different sections of the plate boundary in

Fiordland.

5.9 Summary and Conclusions

We used L-band SAR data from ALOS1 and ALOS2 to investigate the presence of

localised surface deformation centred on Secretary Island following the 2007 George

Sound, 2009 Dusky Sound and 2016 Kaikōura earthquakes. We conclude that reac-

tivation of after-slip in the vicinity of the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake did not

occur following the 2007 George Sound and 2016 Kaikōura earthquakes. However,

we cannot rule out aseismic slip from a source similar to that of the 2003 Secretary

Island earthquake following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake.

Our ability to resolve the source of local deformation near Secretary Island

is hindered by imprecise knowledge of the location of potential slip sources offshore

and by the observation geometry of ALOS1. With the two proposed deformation

models of pure dipslip, approximating slip on a source similar to the 2003 Secretary

Island earthquake, and pure strikeslip, approximating slip along the Alpine Fault,

the angle of incidence of the radar means that the equivalent LOS displacement is

on the order of 5–20mm for 1m of slip. As the scatter in the observations, after

the removal of long-wavelength ionosphere and short-wavelength atmosphere noise,

is on the order of ±15mm, the amount of slip from an offshore source would need

to be greater than 1m to be detected within this dataset. The large baseline drift

of ALOS1 (c. 6 km in 2.5 years), prohibited the generation of interferograms with

short temporal separations, leading to low coherence images and poor temporal
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constraints on the timing of deformation.

InSAR observations indicated surface motion (c. –80mm) away from the

ALOS1 satellite near Secretary Island following the 2009 Dusky Sound earthquake.

We identified a time window between 28 June 2009 and 13 August 2009 where

local deformation in the vicinity of Secretary Island was detected, with potential

for additional deformation between December 2009 and October 2010. Assuming

a model with a similar source as the 2003 Secretary Island earthquake, we place

the deformation offshore, northwest of the 2003 Secretary Island epicentre. This

location indicates slip on an updip portion of the subduction interface, as observed

for the reactivated afterslip at George Sound following the Dusky Sound earthquake

(Hamling and Hreinsdóttir, 2016). The modelled fault plane with an area of c. 350

km2, and an average slip of 1–3m, can account for the observed motion away from

the satellite of c. 25mm at Secretary Island (after corrections applied). Recently

reported tremors in Fiordland inferred to be located downdip of the 2003 Secretary

Island earthquake provide support for the presence of episodic slip along this section

of the Puysegur Subduction Zone (Romanet and Ide, 2019).
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x_search 16 32 64 128 256
nx ny / y_search 32 64 128 256 512

5 12 47.26
40.47
60

10 25 45.06
185.76
250

20 50 34.11 37.34 40.97 44.53 47.71
78.97 117.93 272.63 730.52 2,417.38
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

30 75 43.82
1,656.83
2250

40 100 43.72 average SNR
2,916.81 processing time (s)
4000 total# of CC locations

Table 1: Results of cross correlation (CC) testing between 21 Dec 2006 and 05 Feb
2007 (track 348, frame 6260). The template size (number of pixels in x (nx) and y
(yn) directions) and total number of CC (specified by total number in x (x_search)
and in y (y_search) directions) have been varied from the GMTSAR default values.
As the template size increases, the SNR increases. For each test the top value is the
average SNR, the middle value the processing time in seconds and the bottom value
is the total number of CC completed

Figure A1: Baseline distance vs. time plot of SAR acquisition alignment. As all
acquisitions were within 200m of each other all slave images were aligned to a single
master.
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Figure A2: Baseline distance vs. time plot of alternative alignment of SAR images.
This alternative alignment arrangement produced a very similar result to that of
Figure 3.6. Green dots indicate double polarisation acquisitions and black dots are
single polarisation.
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Figure A3: Plot of final interferogram networks. ALOS1 tracks have a maximum
baseline separation of 1500m, while ALOS2 and Sentinel (S1) have a maximum
separation of 200m.
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Figure A4: Preliminary investigation. ALOS1 wrapped phase from track 348, frame
6260 for the period 25 September 2008 to 13 February 2010.

Figure A5: Preliminary investigation - ALOS2 Wrapped phase from track 105, frame
6270 for the period 16 September 2015 to 8 November 2017
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Figure A6: Interferograms unwrapped with no interpolation, processed with a 400m
Gaussian Filter and a coherence threshold of 0.12. Unwrapping errors observed as
steps in the data are present in 17 of the 20 interferograms presented. The maximum
and median coherence value for each interferogram is presented. Images with a lower
median coherence include more unwrapping errors.
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Figure A7: Coherence plots for the interferograms presented in Figure A6. Images
with short temporal separations had more uniform coherence.
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Figure A8: Final Interferograms - Wrapped Phase 1
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Figure A9: Final Interferograms - Wrapped Phase 2
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Figure A10: Final Interferograms - Wrapped Phase 3
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Figure A11: Final Interferograms - Wrapped Phase 4
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Figure A12: Final Interferograms - Wrapped Phase 5
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Figure A13: Final Interferograms - Unwrapped Phase 1
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Figure A14: Final Interferograms - Unwrapped Phase 2
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Figure A15: Final Interferograms - Unwrapped Phase 3
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Figure A16: Final Interferograms - Unwrapped Phase 4
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Figure A17: Final Interferograms - Unwrapped Phase 5
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